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NOTICE 

This report is an internal Forintek Canada Corp. ("Forintek") document, for release only to Forintek and 
supporters. This distribution does not constitute publication. The report is not to be copied for, or 
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permission of Forintek. Also, this report is not to be cited, in whole or in part, unless prior permission is 
secured from Forintek. 
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or implied, or assume any legal responsibility or liability for the completeness of any information, 
apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represent that the use of the disclosed information would not 
infringe upon privately owned rights. Any reference in this report to any specific commercial product, 
process or service by tradename, trademark, manufacturer or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or 
imply its endorsement by Forintek or any of its members. 



SUMMARY 

Canada is a resource rich country which relies heavily on its exports, with forest products being the 
single largest contributor to the trade surplus. For this reason, the study of trade-flows and market access 
issues is considered paramount to the forest industry's, and in turn, Canada's prosperity. 

The initial objectives of this project were: 

1. To acquire wood product flow and market access information for Canadian product consumption 
in North America and Japan, with an emphasis on regulations (codes and standards); 

2. To develop a particular market opportunity in one major non-residential structural wood product 
application in North America and/or Japan by initiating key codes and standards activities. 

Related to the first objective, it is recognized that virtually no solid wood product trade analysis has been 
reported in the literature beyond very broad aggregates, such as "softwood lumber". Given the diverse 
nature of wood product supply and demand (including species and grade of lumber), this greatly obscures 
the information used by government, forest product researchers and industry. The development of a data 
matrix and forecasting model with sufficient product detail will greatly aid in the identification of areas 
of competitive advantage that Canadian products possess (or potentially possess). 

As a resuh, two activities have been undertaken in the first year of this project. The first was to 
determine the extent of existing trade modelling efforts in N . A. and/or Japan, to avoid duplication and 
foster synergies. It was discovered that the Canadian Forest Service's Industry, Economics and Program 
Branch has been, and continues to develop, a model of the N.A. solid wood sector in conjunction with 
the USDA Forest Products Laboratory in Madison. It was decided that the strongest support to these 
efforts could be obtained by focusing efforts on the extension of the product detail, and to conceptualize 
methods in which such detail could be incorporated into existing efforts. This constituted the second 
effort; a cross-section of the quantitative and qualitative information discovered is reported in this report. 

To address the second objective, the market for finger-jointed and MSR lumber use in wood trusses were 
investigated, including the identification of codes & standards barriers. However, the identification of 
the wood truss market has lead to tremendous technical product-related issues which must be deah with 
before market access issues can be properly identified. This has lead to a separate proposed effort in 
conjunction with the Western Wood Truss Association of British Columbia. 

Due to the problems associated with the second project objective, and industry concems heard at the 
Forintek Technical Advisory Committee Meetings over the broad scope of the first objective, this project 
is being terminated in favour of new project proposal. The concerns of industry were at least partially 
supported by the results of this project; it was determined that the level of wood product detail available 
is insufficient to adequately deal with market access issues. While the importance of identifying trade-
flow trends has not diminished, the need to identify specific attributes of wood products in end-use 
applications has become clear, both in the identification of competitive threats from other wood products 
and non-wood substitutions. Thus, the new proposal is a natural extension of North America and Japan 
Market Access. 
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1.0 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this project is to 1) acquire wood product flow and market access 
information for Canadian product consumption in North America and Japan, with an 
emphasis on regulations (codes and standards); and 2) develop a particular market 
opportunity in one major non-residential structural wood product application in North 
America and/or Japan by initiating key codes and standards activities. 

As this project has been terminated one year into the three year proposed duration, and that 
the second objective was to be addressed in latter stages of the project, this report 
summarizes work which has been done to fulfill the first objective. 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Canadian forest products industry is highly dependent on its export markets, primarily to 
the US and Japan (1995 solid wood export values of CDN $10.2 billion and $2.9 billion, 
respectively, out of a total of $14.5 billion). Identifying market access issues, both tariff and 
non-tariff, is key to the maintenance and growth of market share in these two critical markets. 

Virtually no solid wood product trade analysis has been reported in the literature beyond very 
broad aggregates, such as "softwood lumber". Given the diverse nature of wood product 
supply and demand (including species and grade of lumber), this greatly obscures the 
information used by government, forest product researchers and industry. The development 
of a data matrix and forecasting model with sufficient product detail will greatly aid in the 
identification of areas of competitive advantage that Canadian products possess (or 
potentially possess). 

Three key activities were identified to address the first stated objective of this project. The 
first was to identify existing trade modelling efforts which address the North American solid 
wood products industry in a global perspective, and to develop synergies to address the noted 
lack of trade detail. To this end, it was discovered that the Canadian Forest Service's 
Industry, Economics and Program Branch, in conjunction with the USDA Forest Products 
Laboratory in Madison, have been working on a Pelps-based North America solid wood trade 
model (called NASAW) to extend similar work done for the North America pulp and paper 
sector (NAPAP). As this model also uses highly aggregated data (such as "softwood lumber) 
it was decided that the strongest support to these efforts could be obtained by focusing efforts 
on the extension of the product detail, and to conceptualize methods in which such detail 
could be incorporated into existing efforts. 

This lead to the second major activity, which was to ascertain the availability of solid wood 
product production, domestic shipments and international trade with as much attention to 
product detail as possible, focusing on Canada, the US and Japan. 

The third activity was in support of this quantitative data search, which was to assemble as 
much qualitative information as possible, including industry/government/researcher opinions 
on solid wood production/usage trends. This was largely accomplished through continued 
review of the literature and attendance at appropriate market-oriented conferences and 
seminars. 
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4.0 METHODS 

4.1 Modelling 

Given the ongoing efforts of the Canadian Forest Service's Industry, Economics and Program 
Branch, in conjunction with the USDA Forest Products Laboratory in Madison, in the 
development of a North America solid wood trade model, efforts here were restricted to initial 
conceptualization of how added wood product detail might be incorporated into their model. 
(The Canadian Forest Service/USDA trade model, called NASAW, utilizes the standard 
approach of highly aggregated product data, including "softwood lumber".) 

While this effort was to be largely carried out in the latter stages of this project (once the CFS 
efforts neared completion), preliminary work has included developing a simple spatial 
equilibrium model between Canada, the US, and Japan for softwood lumber broken down by 
species. This included the incorporation of cross-substitution effects between species. While 
this model is overly simplistic to offer an accurate account of lumber trade by species, it does 
illustrate that it is possible to treat individual lumber species as distinct products in a trade 
model. 

This work has largely extended earlier work done by Gaston on his PH.D research on 
characterizing wood product demand in Japan. As this research sparmed 1965 to 1993, part of 
the efforts here was to update this research with 1994 and 1995 Japan import data. 

4.2 Collection of Quantitative Production/Trade Data 

It was discovered that considerable data exist for North America and Japan on the harvest of 
timber by species and the subsequent production and shipments of logs and lumber by species, 
as well as panel products by type (softwood and hardwood plywood and veneer, hardboard, 
MDF, OSB, and other particle board). Unfortunately, these data have largely obscured non-
panel engineered wood products (EWP), including I-beams, LVL, gluelam, fmgerjointed lumber 
and various proprietary products such as Paralam and Timberstrand, which tends to be included 
in lumber and panel statistics. However, the availability of EWP data has improved in the past 
one to two years, and a number of primary sources have been identified. 



The following three sections summarize the availability of production/shipment/trade data for 
solid wood products in Canada, the US and Japan. 

4.2.1 Canada 

Statistics Canada (StatsCan) offers time series breakdowns of timber stocks and harvests by 
species and province. These data are also supplemented at a provincial level by both individual 
ministries (including their armual reports), and by industry associations (such as COFI). 
Statistics on domestic lumber/panel shipments exist by province of origin to province of 
destination, but only in an aggregated form. A n example of this for BC lumber is offered in 
Figure 1. Production statistics are considerably more detailed. While the dominant softwood 
lumber species east of the Rockies is spruce-pine-fir (SPF), StatsCan offers a breakdown of 
lumber production by species (Figure 2). Figure 3 offers a second example, showing the 
Canadian capacity for wood-based panel production. 

Log/lumber/panel production figures are also available in aggregate across species by company 
(see for example, BC MoF Major Primary Timber Processing Facilities in BC and various 
industry publications such as Resource Information Systems Inc.). 
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Figure 1. BC Shipment of Lumber/Sawmill Products (Producer Value; StatsCan) 
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Figure 2. 1995 Lumber Production in Canada by Province and Species 
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Figure 3. Canadian Capacity for Wood-Based Panel Production (RISI) 
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Figure 4. BC Stiipments of Lumber/Sawmill Products, 
Including Exports (Producer Value; StatsCan) 

As Canada exports the majority of its forest product production, considerable efforts have gone 
into identifying trade-flow information by international destination. (See Figure 4, showing BC 
lumber as an example of domestic versus export shipments. These values are available for all 
province's shipments). 

It is with the international trade-flows that the most detailed time-series data exist (due partially 
for the need to document cross-border shipments for duty purposes, etc.) Trade data exist from 
StatsCan on exports by species for logs and lumber, as well as treated versus non-treated 
lumber. Data also exists for panel production by type, (plywood, particle board and fibreboard) 
as well as category (hardboard versus MDF; OSB and other waferboard versus other particle 
board; and plywood by species of external veneer). In all cases, both volume and value of 
shipments are available. Further, these data are available by province of origin as well as 
country of destination, and in the case of the US, the state of destination. 

Complementing the StatsCan export data is import data from a number of other sources. Of 
particular interest is the US import data (US Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census) 
and Japan import data (Japan Tariff Association), to be covered in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. 

Examples of the StatsCan export data series are offered in Figures 5 through 8. The first 3 of 
these figures illustrate the overwhelming importance SPF lumber exports to the US in all of 
Canada except the BC Coast. At the same time, however, the importance of non-SPF exports is 
clearly illustrated in Figure 8; the vast majority of these exports are from the BC Coast. 
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Figure 5. Canadian Exports of Solid Wood Products by Destination (StatsCan) 

Figure 6. Canadian Exports of Solid Wood Products by Source 
Percent by Value, 1995 (Total approx. CDN $14.5 billion; StatsCan) 



Figure 7. Canadian Exports of Solid Wood Products by Type 
Percent by Value, 1995 (Total approx. CDN $14.5 billion; StatsCan) 
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Figure 8. Canada Shipments of SW Lumber by Species Percent by Value 
(Total approx. CDN $ 11 billion; StatsCan) 



While these graphs offer an overview of the data available from StatsCan, it is emphasized that 
time series data are available for the exports of all wood products, by province of origin to 
country of destination, down to the level of species for logs and lumber (both soft and 
hardwoods) and detailed subcategories for wood-based panels, particularly plywood. For 
example, a time series could be complied for the exports of Douglas-Fir lumber from Alberta to 
Taiwan. 

Although Canada is not known as being a large global market for wood products, import data 
are also available from StatsCan. Figure 8 summarizes by showing the value of imports over 
time by product type. At a total 1995 value approaching CDN $ , imports are significant from 
Canada's perspective (log imports, interestingly, are larger than for the US). Imports are almost 
exclusively from the US, followed by South America. 

Finally StatsCan and others (for example the Canadian Home Builders Association, the 
Canadian Home And Mortgage Corporation, Resource Information Systems, Inc, and 
bank/investment house research reports) offer a wealth of information on demand indicators 
such as housing starts by region, renovation activity, etc. 
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4.2.2 The United States 

Tlie data on the production and domestic siiipments of wood products in tiie US is considerably more 
detailed than that of Canada. As was the case with Canada, production and shipments of all wood 
products are available by state of origin and state of destination. Unlike Canada, however lumber 
production and domestic shipments are available by species and by grade (volume and price). Sources 
of information include an excellent statistical series by the US Department of Agriculture (for example. 
Production, Prices, Employment and Trade in Northwest Forest Industries), the National Association of 
Home Builders, and, for the shipment detail in particular, the various industry associations (including the 
Western Wood Products Association, the Southern Forest Products Association, the Structural Board 
Association, and the American Forest and Paper Association). There are also a number of industry 
publications which are valuable sources of US log/lumber/panel production, shipments, and individual 
company information (including Random Lengths^ Crows, and Miller Freeman). 

Figures 10 through 22 offer an overview of these data. While Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the source of 
lumber production as an example, for source and species respectively. Figure 12 and Table 1 illustrate 
the detail of shipments available. Using California as an example, the trade associations (with the 
WWPA and the SFPA representing the vast majority of US lumber production) through survey of their 
members maintain a data base on production by species and grade, as well as shipments (by state of 
origin to state of destination) at this same level of detail. The grade detail is not offered in these 
summary figures, but is available. Figures 15 offers an the overall supply and demand balance for 
softwood lumber. Similar data exist for all US wood product categories. 

Figures 16 through 22 summarize some of the data available for wood panels and other engineered wood 
products, compiled by the RISI or the APA. 

While the US is a net importer of wood products and has been the focus of attention for this project. 
However, the US is also a significant exporter, historically for logs and increasingly for lumber and panel 
products. The US Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, maintain a data base of these 
exports. This both imports and exports, the data are published by port of landing (or shipment), but not 
state by state. Figures 23 through 31 offer an overview of the wood product import data, noting the 
dominance of Canadian supply of SPF lumber, but emerging importance of product from the southern 
hemisphere. Figure 28 illustrates that these import data are also broken down my rough versus worked 
for all species of lumber. 
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Figure 12. California Lumber Production (WWPA) 

Table 1. California Forest Products Statistics, 1995 (WWPA) 

Total Timberland Employment 
16,424,000 Acres Logging/sawmiils/planing mills 16,100 

Total Volume of Sawtimber Millwork/plywood/relatedl 8,200 
310,563,000 MBF 

Ownership Source of Timber 
National Forest 51.6% 11.2% 
Other Public 2.6% 2.8% 
Forest Industry 20.0% 54.4% 
Other Private 25.8% 31.2% 

Imports 0.4% 

Species Cut Degree of Processing Principal Markets 
Dougias-Fir 26.9% Kild Dried 52.3% California 67.1% 
Ponderosa 17.2% Air Dried 6.8% Other US West 17.4% 
Hem-Fir 25.7% Green 41.1% US Midwest 6.7% 
Redwood 22.2% US NE 2.0% 
Other 8.0% Rough 29.2% US S Central 3.0% 

Surfaced 70.8% US SE 2.5% 
Int'l Export 1.3% 
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Figure 16. US Wood-Based Panel Capacity (RISI) 
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Figure 17. North American Glulam Supply/Demand (APA) 
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Figure 18. North American I-Joist Production (APA) 
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Figure 22. Engineered Wood Use per Housing Start 
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Figure 25. US Non-Canadian Softwood Lumber Imports (US Bureau of the Census) 
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Figure 26. US Softwood Lumber Imports by Species 
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Figure 28. US Imports of Yellow Cedar (US Bureau of the Census) 
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Figure 30. US Imports of Wood Based Panel Products (US Bureau of the Census) 
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4.2.3 Japan 

A great number of Japanese agencies provide a rich source of statistics on Japanese timber and wood product 
production, imports and usage. To name only a few, these include the Ministry of Construction, the Japan 
Forest Agency, the Japan Wood-Products Information and Research Centre, The Japan External Trade 
Organization, the Japan Wood Housing Machine Precut Association, the Japan Wooden House Builders 
Association, The Japan House Builders Association, the Japan Wood Housing and Wood Technology Centre, 
the Government Housing Loan Corporation, the Japan Wood Importers Association, and the Japan Tariff 
Association. 

Japan is of great interest to the Canadian wood products industry as it not only represents the second largest 
export market after the US, but an important outlet for product/market diversification, particularly for BC 
Coastal species. Japan generally is a leading world importer, in spite of its significant forest resources. This is 
in part due to their expensive domestic timber relative to imports, and in part to annual housing starts which 
exceed that of the US, yet with less than half the population (See Figure 32). 

Japan has evolved from being virtually self-sufficient in wood supply to a growing dependence on imports. 
These imports, in tum, evolved from logs to lumber to fiirther processed wood products, as is evident from 
Figure 33. 

While the data do exist in considerable detail for domestic production and shipments of wood products, efforts 
for this project have concentrated on imports. This has largely been a matter of updating the data collected by 
Gaston for his Ph.D. research, utilizing information from the Japan Tariff Association. (For a more detailed 
look at these data, see Gaston, 1997, "An analysis of the Japanese Demand for Wood Products by Type, 
Species and Source", Canadian Forest Service Working Paper, in press.) 

Figures 34 through 47 summarize these data; Note by Figure 39 that these data also break down the lumber 
imports by dimension category (less than or greater than 16 cm). While the import figures show volume, it 
should be noted that price data are available for all wood products as well. Finally, Figures 46 and 47 are 
included to demonstrate that information is also available on the use of wood products in Japan by end-use. 
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Figure 32. Japanese Housing Starts by Area 



Figure 34. Japanese Lumber, Log, and Panel Imports (Japan Tariff Association) 
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Figure 36. Japanese Softwood Lumber Imports by Species (Japan Tariff Association) 
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Figure 37. Japanese Imports of SPF Lumber (Japan Tariff Association) 
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Figure 38. Japanese Imports Of Sitka Spruce Lumber (Japan Tariff Association) 
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Figure 39. Japanese Imports of Hemlock Lumber (Japan Tariff Association) 
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Figure 40. Japanese Imports of Douglas-Fir Lumber (Japan Tariff Association) 
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Figure 41. Japanese Imports of Hardwood Lumber (Japan Tariff Association) 
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Figure 42. Japanese Imports of Softwood Logs (Japan Tariff Association) 
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Figure 43. Japanese Imports of Softwood Logs (Cont.) (Japan Tariff Association) 
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Figure 44. Japanese Imports of Wood-Based Panels (Japan Tariff Association) 
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Figure 45. Japanese Imports of Laminated Lumber (Japan Tariff Association) 
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Figure 46. Japanese Imports of Manufactured Homes (Japan Ministry of Construction) 



Figure 47. Wood Input for Dodai (Sill Plates) in Japanese Post-and-Beam Homes (JAWIC) 
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Figure 48. Wood Input for Exposed Posts in Japanese Post-and-Beam Homes (JAWIC) 



4.3 Collection of Qualitative Information on Production/Trade/Usage 

There were primarily two som-ces of qualitative information related to this project; the literature 
(primarily market oriented publications) and conferences/seminars. 

4.3.1 Publications 

The literature which was monitored continually included, but was not limited to, the following: 

* All Resource Information Systems Inc. (RISI) publications 
* All Random Length publications 
* Madisons 
* Crow's 

All Westem Wood Product Association (WWPA) publications 
* The Japan Lumber Journal 
* The Japan Lumber Reports 
* Loggers and Sawmilling Journal 
* Pacific Rim Wood Market Report 
* The Forest Industry Trader 
* Timber Trades Journal (UK) 
* Engineering News 
* Automated Builder 
* New Zealand Forest Industries 
* Asian Timber 
* CMHC Housing Reports 

Canadian Wood Council's Media Monitoring for the Wood Industry 
Forest Economics and Policy Analysis ResearchUnit (FEPA) Working Papers 
Center for hitemational Trade in Forest Products (CINTRAFOR) Working Papers 
Canadian Forest Service publications (Working Papers) 

* Journal of Forestry 
* The Forestry Chronicle 
* Forest Science 
* Canadian Journal of Forest Research 
* Forest Products Journal 
* Journal of Forest Economics 
* Journal of Environmental Economics and Management 
* Journal of Economic Policy 
* Various statistical series (annal), including StasCan, provincial ministries, Crows, Random 

Lengths, RISI, COFI, Price Waterhouse, WWPA, SFPA, USDA and FAO. 

All articles and/or data series which were related to this project, particularly in the area of 
supply/demand trends, wood usage, technology, and wood/non-wood substitutions were photocopied 
and filed for reference. 



4.3.2 Conferences/Seminars 

The following conferences were attended in the past year, selected for a combination of their market 
orientation and value in developing market contacts. 

* Resoiu-ce hiformation Systems Inc. (RISI) Conference 
* Price Waterhouse Armual Forest Industry Conference 
* Wideman Armual Pacific Rim Conference 
* National Association of Homebuilders Construction Forecast Conference 
* Gruenfeld's Armual Pacific Rim Timber Supply Conference 
* Westem Forest Economists Annual Conference 
* Simon Fraser Public Forum on Enviroiunental Issues Seminar 
* Center for International Trade in Forest Products (CINTAFOR) Housing Export 

Opportunities to Japan 
* The Fraser Institute, "What is the Future of the BC Forest hidustry" 

A trip report was written for each of these conferences (10 in total), attached as an appendix to this 
report. In addition, a trip report is included for Jean Cook's recent visit to Japan. 

5.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

As this marks the conclusion of the first year of what was originally intended to be a three year 
project, the results at this stage are preliminary. Nevertheless, a great deal of information has been 
collected and synthesised, and a few summary comments are considered appropriate. 

5.1 Modelling 

The trade modelling efforts for this project were kept to a minimiun, focusing purely on the 
conceptualization of introducing product detail to existing efforts (such as that represented by the 
Canadian Forest Service's NASAW model). It was discovered that a simple 3 country, 5 product 
model (Itmiber broken down into 5 species groups) offers realistic results (albeit preliminary), 
especially with the introduction of a cross-substitution effect between species. The incorporation of 
product detail into a larger trade model is not envisioned as offering any serious problems from a 
logistics point of view. 

More problematic, however, is the estimation of price elasticities of supply and demand when 
product detail is desired. (See Gaston, 1997, "An Analysis of the Japanese Demand for Wood 
Products by Type, Species and Source", CFS Working Paper, in press, for an investigation of the 
problems associated with such estimations.) From the point of view of this project, it was 
determined that putting together a consistent time series with an adequate niunber of observations for 
such econometric estimates of supply and demand descriptors may also be problematic. This issue 



will be briefly returned to in the concluding section. 

5.2 The Quantitative Production/Trade Data 

While it was generally discovered that considerable production/trade data detail exists, it is not clear 
that the detail is adequate for dealing with market access issues and/or identifying areas of 
competitive advantage for the Canadian wood products industry. The common level of detail for 
North America and Japan is log/lumber by species and panel products by type and sub-type (for 
example, the density of fibreboard or the surface veneer of plywood). 

This having been said, identifying the trade-flows to the available level of detail does serve a number 
of usefiil fimctions. The immediate benefit is to offer a sense of the overall trends to date, beyond 
the broad categories such as "softwood lumber" so prevalent in the literature. With lumber trade by 
species, for example, the trends identify unique problems/opportunities for the BC Coast and the rest 
of Canada. While not a reliable indicator for future trade expectations, these trends are useful for 
gaining perspective. 

In the longer term, these data will offer a much needed input for trade analysis with greater product 
detail. Further work is needed to extrapolate the hidden detail (such as size/grade categories, 
emphasizing suitability for specific end uses) through a combination of qualitative information, 
surveying of appropriate stake holders and other forms of "primary" data. 

The following briefly summarizes some of the major trends shovm in the available quantitative data. 

Canada production/exports 

* There has been significant growth in the production/shipment of Canadian wood products, 
particularly BC. However, due to increased costs and added land withdrawals in BC, 
particularly the coast, and the fact that eastem Canada has become the low cost producer, this 
trend is not likely to continue. 

* By far the largest production in terms of volume is SPF, with the US being the single largest 
buyer. However, this is not true in value terms—non-SPF species make up nearly 50% of 
shipments by value, with Japan being the largest buyer. 

* Canadian panel production is witnessing almost exponential growth, lead by OSB 
* The growth in Canadian wood product shipments is mostly to the US, followed by Japan and 

domestic use. 

* Engineered wood product production is increasing. 

US production/imports 
* US lumber production is flat to declining. There are stirong declines in production in the 

West, against strong increases in the South (although the latter is levelling off). 
* In terms of usage, repair and renovations are a glowingly important market segment. 
* Panel capacity is increasing, but not nearly as dramatically as in Canada. 
* Engineered wood product production is increasing. 



* u s imports of all wood products are increasing (trade deficit growing), particularly for 
lumber and OSB. Canada is the largest supplier by far, although there are rapidly growing 
imports fi-om South America, New Zealand and Scandinavia. 

* US imports of value added products such as mouldings and flooring is also increasing. 

Japan production/imports 

* Japan has a significant resource, and the potential for large increases in self-sufficiency. 
* Japan continues to import more logs than lumber, although this trend continues to reverse. 
* The largest supplier of softwood lumber to Japan by far is Canada; the largest supplier of 

softwood logs by far is the US; the largest supplier of panel products is Asia. Japan's largest 
panel import by far is hardwood plywood. 

* Japanese imports of SPF liunber, primarily from Canada, continues to grow along v t̂h the 
growth in platform frame starts. 

* The imports of some non-SPF species from Canada is levelling off/declining. This is even 
more evident for 1996 (not shown in the figures). 

* Perhaps one of the most significant trends related to Japan, is the potential reversal in the 
increase in the value of the Japanese Yen relative to the Canadian and US dollars. 

5.3 The Qualitative Information on Production/Trade/Usage 

Where the quantitative data offers a picture of where we are and how we got here, the qualitative 
information is very useful for supporting opinions on where we are going. While the information is 
far too broad in scope to discuss adequately here, the following offers some general themes which 
often arise. 

* The importance of the "enviroiunental movemenf. There are two opposing sides that 
surface here. On the negative side, it is seen that there is a destruction of habitat and that 
there is a need for "green product" certification (sustainability). On the positive side, it is 
recognized that wood fares very well relative to non-wood alternatives in a "life-cycle" sense 
(low energy requirements, less C02 emissions). The bottom line, however, is that with the 
exception of Europe certified products are not being demanded, and no one (developed and 
developing countries alike) has shown any willingness to pay more for green products. To 
the contrary, markets have shown a willingness to substitute away from wood when dictated 
by price (level or volatility). 

At the same time, it is also evident that the demand for wood continues to grow with global 
populations, and that land set-aside in the US West and Canada largely result in "exporting" 
the environmental problem to somewhere else (notably, Soutii America and Africa). As the 
global plantations are no where near adequate in the short/medium term to make up the 
deficit, this franslates into growing pressures on global old-growth stocks that may not be as 
productive, or as easy to replace, as in the westem part of North America. 

* As a related point, given that demands continue to rise, and the availability of timber stands 
to produce solid wood products continues to decline (for environmental reasons as noted), 



there is much though on what will happen in the fliture. The consensus is either that the "sky 
will fall" (demand greater than supply, with the added problem that non-wood substitutes are 
not sustainable), or that technology will yet again bail us out. Economic reason would 
support the latter: scarcity induced price rises will offer the incentive for solutions. It is 
interesting to note that the world is no where near a fibre shortage, especially if one considers 
that more that only a small fraction of the globes timber harvest goes to solid wood. Over 
half the globe's timber supply is burned as fuel, and a large amount is used in the 
manufacture of pulp; substitutes for either of these would increase fibre supply dramatically. 
Further engineered wood products have the potential to virtually eliminate the need for solid 
wood. 

This having been said, there will also be continued growth in the production of plantation 
products, both solid wood and fibre. The result is that there will continue to be a migration 
of wood production from the northem hemisphere to the south. 

In the mean time, the literature and conferences are filled with information on the woes of the 
forest products industry in North America, more particularly Canada, and even more 
particularly BC, and even more particularly the BC Coast. Environmental protection costs 
and stumpage hikes have given BC mills the highest priced logs in North America, and a 
poor financial outlook for the coming years. 

Countervail on Canadian lumber going into the US has obviously been a big topic in the 
literature and in conferences. Canadian and US stakeholders alike are mixed in their 
opinions over the deal. Some argue that this has lead to large increases in the price, and 
certainly the volatility. While this may help the Canadian producer (at the expense of the US 
consumer), this will not be the case if it prompts non-wood substitution. The allocation of 
quota has, expectably, been a point of hot debate, both inter-provincially, and between 
individual companies. 

Nvmierous publications and conferences specifically dealt with 2-5 year outlooks in the range 
of wood products produced. While these are difficuh to boil down into a summary, there 
does seem to be a common theme: demand will be good, prices will be good, but profit 
margins will be poor (or negative). Many of the attached trip reports offer detail in this area. 

A lot of hope is expressed in the literature and conferences on the promise of Asia as 
emerging economies that will demand wood products, including their being an important 
outlet to the growing overcapacity for North American OSB production. The consensus 
seems to be, however, that this is not going to be the case any time soon. 

Much has been documented in this project related to Japan, particularly due to its growing 
importance for all of Canada in light of the US countervail. Once again, if there was one 
common theme, it was that this market is in a state of change. This is as a result of the 
weakening yen, a desire to lower home costs, a growing desire for "westemized" living 
standards as opposed to fraditional, a growing hybridization in building styles between 
traditional post-and-beam, platform-frame, and pre-fabricated structures, and perhaps most 
importantly, a growing emphasis on performance (earthquake, durability, fire) in addition to 



or even in place of appearance. This strongly emphasizes the need to better imderstand what 
attributes are demanded for specific end-use applications in Japan, against what attributes 
Canadian wood products can best provide. 

There is much talk/hope of increased value-added wood product sales to Japan. For example, 
the imports of manufactiu-ed homes to Japan was roughly 4000 units in 1995. Bottom line, 
however, Japan prefers to import logs and less processed liunber; growth in value-added 
imports has been slow, and increasing the level remains a challenge. A possible area is dried 
BC coastal species for the pre-cut post-and-beam market (but profitable?). Engineered 
products represent very strong short term potential. 

There is a growing consensus that the Canadian economy is stabilizing and/or in grov^h 
mode. While this may be good news vis-a-vis increased housing starts in Canada, it is 
disastrous in terms of the prediction for a US$0.78 to $0.80 Canadian dollar. At a time when 
Canadian product in the US is already pushing substitution, tliis would translate into lost 
sales in the hundreds of millions of dollars (see Price Waterhouse trip report). This fiuther 
emphasizes the need for product/market diversification. 

Russian timber supply continues to be treated as the global "wild card". While this country 
holds more old-growth softwood timber that the rest of the word combined, the poor 
investment climate continues to keep this product out of reach. Consensus is that this will 
not change over the short to medium term. 

While the economy in Europe seems to be finally stabilizing, no one seems to be looking a 
retum to the wood product market potential enjoyed before the green lumber barriers were 
erected. First, the non-tariff barriers will not likely go away any time soon. Second, Europe 
is becoming virtually self-sufficient in wood/fibre supply. 

The literature is filled with examples of how non-wood products are infiltrating wood's 
traditional stronghold, being the US residential housing market. This includes growing use 
of energy efficient cement/plastics products, as well as aggressive marketing by the steel 
industry for studs against lumber price increases. This emphasizes the need to not take 
existing markets for granted, and to continue efforts to expand into non-residential 
applications. 

All of the above translate into major threats to the Canadian forest products industry, and the 
forest products industry in general (non-wood substitutions). However, where there are 
threats, there are opportimities. It is to these opportunities that this report now turns, vis-a-vis 
implications for further market-oriented research. 

6.0 CONCLUSIONS 

Given the termination of this project before its completion, the conclusions offered are primarily in 
the form of implications of the North America and Japan Market Access project for fiiture research. 



This project has uncovered a number of important observations. Underlying them all is the fact that 
the wood products industry is in a state of dynamic change. Globalization of trade, changing trade 
barriers, higher resource costs, a reduced land base, and the gradual move to a second growth forest 
industry are all combining to challenge Canada's competitive position. As supply in Canada 
continues to move to the limits of its extensive margin (economically recoverable timber stock), the 
importance of alternative sources of global timber escalates, as does the importance of technology 
through engineered wood products. 

From the demand side, at least in the short- to medium-term, the importance of the Japanese market 
for Canadian products stands out. Quota on shipments to the US, combined with increased 
competition from both alternative sources of wood and non-wood substitutes, continue to challenge 
this historically dominant market for Canadian products. Further, Europe shows little potential for 
increased demand for Canadian wood products due to its growing self-sufficiency. Finally, the 
emerging Asian economies such as China represent only longer-term potential as a significant 
market. Given the importance of Japan, then, it must be recognized that this market is also in a state 
of flux (from the demand side), with a growing emphasis on performance rather than appearance in 
its wood product demand. 

To deal with such far-reaching changes in the wood-products industry (both supply and demand), it 
has become increasingly important to make the transition from a production-oriented to a market-
oriented industry. This requires access to information and the identification of market access issues, 
including emerging threats and opportimities. While assessing the availability of market information 
has been addressed in considerable detail in this project, translating and extending this information 
for the use of Forintek and its members is left for finther research. 

The main recommendations for fiitiure research on market access as it relates to the Canadian wood 
products industry is: 

1) To initially concentrate on Japan for the reason cited above; 

2) to concenfrate on wood product attributes being demanded for specific end-uses, rather than 
only on wood products in themselves; it is suggested that an attribute analysis be carried out 
through the development and execution of an appropriate methodology for the Japanese 
housing sector; and 

3) to develop a frade-flow model capable of generating likely outcomes of outside shocks, such 
as changes in trade policies/barriers, changes in exchange rates, changes in Japanese housing 
starts (both numbers and type of housing), and so on; rather than getting wrapped up in the 
estimation of demand and supply descriptors for this model, it is recommended that "best 
guesses" be used and a sensitivity analysis employed to generate probability scenarios. 





APPENDIX 

Trip Reports for the North America/Japan Market Oriented Conferences 





Forintek 
Canada 

INFOTECH 
Date: January 1997 Topic: Housing Export Opportunities to Japan 

The Changing Nature of Wood Product Demand in Japan 

This issue of Infotech highlights presentations given 
at a recent conference on Housing Export 
Opportunities to Japan, hosted by the University of 
Washington's Center for International Trade in Forest 
Products and the College of Architecture and Urban 
Planning. The underlying message given at this well 
attended conference is that we are seeing a change in 
Japan's willingness to import higher "valued-added" 
products, moving away from their historical 
preference for domestic processing of imported logs 
and large dimension lumber. 

Aside from the gradual shift away from the Japanese 
imports of logs toward the import of lumber, Japanese 
imports of structural panel products from the US have 
increased by roughly 250% by value from 1992 to 
1995, imports of US builder joinery and fabricated 
structural wood members (largely engineered wood 
products) increased by roughly 200%, wood window 
and frames by over 200%, wooden door and frames 
by roughly 300%, and prefabricated homes (perhaps 
the ultimate in value-added) by roughly 190%. 

Why this change in import preferences? 

Japan's Housing Situation. If there was one 
common thread to the presentations given by both 
Japanese and American speakers at the conference, it 
was that the Japanese people are living with poorly 
built post-war liousing which is totally inconsistent 
with their present wealth. This has created a pent-up 
demand of dramatic proportions. For evidence of 
this, consider that Japan has a population which is 
less than half that of the US, yet has higher annual 
housing starts. 

A number of issues were presented at the conference 
which characterize today's demand for homes in 
Japan. These include: 

Tradition. In spite of a growing popularity of 
non-wood, pre-fab, and most recently platform 
frame (2x4) housing construction, variations of 
the fraditional post & beam technique still 
dominate. Out of over 1.6 million housing starts 
in 1996, roughly V2 of these were single-family 
units; of these, more than 80% are made from 
wood, and nearly 90% of them employ some 
form of post & beam architecture. 

Of total housing starts (including non-wood), 
post & beam's share today is roughly 45%, down 
from nearly 70% in the early 1970s. A large 
reason for this drop has been the labour intensity 
and expense associated with this technique. 
However, there seems to be a consensus that post 
& beam's share decline has stabilizeH This 
sector is fighting back with "pre-cut" and 
"computerized pre-cut" building components, 
fasteners for increased performance, a reduction 
in over design (less cost) and a growing number 
of "hybrid" building techniques which mix the 
best attributes of post & beam with other 
building techniques. 

Japanese Imports of Manufactured Homes 
(Source: Ministry of Construction) 
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• Demand for more affluent housing. A recent 
Ministry of construction survey indicated that Vi 
of Japanese consumers are unhappy with their 
homes. As a representative from the AF&PA put 
it, "there is no better yardstick for the quality of 
life in Japan than the quality of the homes". A 
part of this desire for bigger and better includes a 
growing demand for a "westemized" life-style, 
being a driving force in the demand for the 
imports of manufactured homes and the adoption 
of platform-frame housing. 

• Demand for more affordable housing. While this 
seems to be in direct conflict with the previous 
point, what seems to be in demand is value—that 
is, not a low cost house, but one that has a high 
benefit to cost ratio. Benefits include greater 
"style", comfort and performance (energy, 
seismic stability, durability, etc.). 

Japan's high building costs. Japan has very high 
building costs as compared to North America, due to 
less efficient constmction techniques, higher material 
costs (inefficient transportation; multi-tiered costing), 
higher labour, excessive regulations and a lack of 
competition in the building industry. According to 
estimates given at the conference, the average cost of 
building a house is anywhere from 2.5 to 4.5 times 
the cost of building the same size home in the US. 
From the buyers' perspective with the added cost of 
land, this U-anslates into a average purchase price in 
Japan which is 7.5 times average annual income, 
compared to 3 times in the US. 

An important issue here is the Japan Ministry of 
Constmction/MITI promotion of the Emergency 
Priority Program for reducing housing constmction 
costs by one-third by the tum of the century. Quoting 

from the Ministry document: "In order that Japanese 
consumers have a larger selection to choose regarding 
housing constmction, it is necessary to create a highly 
[intemationally] competitive housing market". 
Savings are desired in both design and in the cost of 
materials. Recognizing the savings associated with 
increased imports of further processed wood, Japan 
continues to reduce import tariffs, is moving to 
performance based (as opposed to prescriptive) 
building codes, and is widening its range if imported 
products, both by type and by geographic origin. As 
a result of these measures, the US has recently taken 
Japan of it "watch list" for discriminatory trade 
practices. 

A look to the future. In spite of the impressive 
increase in the Japanese import of alue-added wood 
products over the past few years, it was reinforced 
that this still represents a very small value relative to 
US shipments of logs. The tone at the conference 
regarding increased opportunities in Japan for the 
export of further processed wood products in Japan 
was decidedly optimistic. 

But along with opportunities comes challenge. Doing 
business in Japan requires a high level of tmst with 
the customer, a strong understanding of cultural 
differences, and a long term commitment to service. 
As the Honorable Walter Mondale, US Ambassador 
to Japan, puts it: selling in Japan requires his concept 
of the 5-P's: the right Product, at the right Price, 
Patience, Persistence, and deep Pockets. 

Further information on Japanese market trends for 
specific products can be obtained by contacting: 

Chris Gaston Tel: (604) 222-5722 
Market Economist 
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Forintek 
Canada 
Corp. INFOTECH 

Date: June 1996 Topic: US Housing Market Trends 

National Association of Home Builders 
52"** Construction Forecast Conference 

The National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) 
recently hosted its annual US Construction Forecast 
Conference in Washington, DC, primarily focusing 
on US housing demographics and economic outlook. 
This year's speakers included three of NAHB's chief 
economists, as well as a "who's who" from the 
financial analyst community, including a Senior VP, 
Mortgage Research at Oppenheimer & Co., the Chief 
Economist at Aubrey G. Lanston & Co. Inc., the 
Senior Economist at Goldman Sachs, the Senior 
Economist at Morgan Stanley & C , and the Research 
Director at DRI/McGraw-Hill. 

The sessions covered two general topic areas: the 
first, being the main emphasis of the conference, was 
the economic/housing outlook (including regional 
forecasts); the second was the results of a survey 
which attempts to identify what home buyers want. 

Economic/Housing Outlook 
There was more or less a "consensus forecast" by the 
speakers for stable to modest growth through 1996 
and 1997. David Seiders, Chief Economist for the 
NAHB summarizes: 

1. Economic growth averaging 2%; unemployment 
rate edging up with growing labour force, but 
little risk of inflation. 

2. CPI inflation below 3% in both years (stable 
inflation). 

3. Little change in sort and long term interest rates 
for 1996 and slight easing in 1997, with fixed 
rate mortgages averaging 7.75 this year and 7.5 
next. 

4. The "credit crunch" of the early 1990s has run 
its course (good credit availability for next two 
years). 

5. Total housing starts expected to be close to 1.4 
million in both 1996 and 1997, with single-
family starts at 1.1 million in both years. 
Thanks to modest increases in multi-family and 
remodelling "total residential investment will be 

hitting record levels during the forecast 
horizon". 

6. Non-residential construction is expected to be 
strong. 

7. Prices of key building materials are expected to 
be stable, with the qualification that "the recent 
agreement between the US and Canada, to 
reduce the volume of lumber exported from 
Canada to this country, is likely to place some 
upward pressure on framing lumber prices 
during the 5-year life of the pact". In Seiders' 
opinion (and I tend to agree), the price spikes of 
1993/94 could be indicative of further price 
volatility to come; "watch for substitutions for 
wood studs such as steel". 

There were two speakers that gave their interpretation 
of regional housing outlooks, both of which tended to 
agree in terms of their listings of the "top 10" and 
"bottom 10" housing markets for 96/97. The largest 
growth was expected in the US South and West, with 
the biggest declines in New England. The US Mid-
West is expected to show only moderate growth in 
starts (2-4% increase over last year). The rating was 
based on the identification of areas which were most 
likely to be influenced (both positively and 
negatively) by globalization of the economy, 
technological advancements (e.g., areas possessing 
high tech. industries), deregulation of services and the 
advent of baby boomer aging (e.g., a negative for 
areas which rely heavily on federal government 
spending). Added to this is an evaluation of the 
relative cost of doing business by area, migration 
patterns, differentiating areas were house prices are 
appreciating, and, more generally, looking for supply 
and demand imbalances in housing (e.g., noting that 
the supply of homes in an existing area is far short of 
expected demand). 

The Home Buyers' Preferences Survey 
The second general topic area covered in this 
conference was the results of a "home buyers' 



preferences survey" administered by tlie NAHB in 
1995. This survey attempted to get perspective home 
buyers' preferences on size of home, types of 
amenities, willingness to pay, and so on. The results 
presented are based on 3800 responses to an 8 page 
survey (included in the binder at the Forintek Westem 
Lab library), sent to roughly 13,000 potential home 
buyers in Atlanta, Dallas/Fort Worth, Denver, 
Indianapolis, Northem and Southem California, 
Philadelphia/New Jersey/Delaware, Phoenix and 
Washington DC (note that this span the "best" and 
"worst" expected markets from above). Some of the 
more interesting outcomes of the survey are: 

1. almost 80% of the respondents were a married 
couple, a little more than half of which had 
children; 

2. at the median, the respondents had a combined 
household income of 50 to 75 thousand dollars; 
63% of the respondents had 2 or more income 
earners in the household; 

3. 24% of the respondents never owned a home; 
on average, the perspective buyer has been in 
the market for 8 months already, and were 
willing to look for I to 2 years into the future; 
their willingness to add to the their commuting 
distance increases with the number of amenities 
associated with the house; 

4. only 12% of the respondents preferred to buy an 
existing home; 50% preferred to buy a new 
home offered buy a builder (i.e., already built) 
and 30% preferred to have a home custom built 
on a lot; 

5. at the median, respondents were looking to 
increase their existing floor space by at least 
500 sq. feet (the average of what the 
perspective buyer was looking for was 2000 to 
2500 sq. feet); over 50% of the respondents 
were looking for a 4 bedroom plus house, with 
2.5 to 3 bathrooms; the vast majority of the 
respondents were looking for a 2 or 3 car 
garage; 

6. perhaps the most interesting aspect of this 
survey, especially when one considers the 
previous 5 points, is that the median price that 
the perspective home buyer was willing to pay 
was only $163,000; 

7. when asked what the home buyer was willing to 
give up to make the purchase price more 
affordable, over a third of the respondents were 
willing to have unfinished spaces, less desirable 
location, smaller lots, and a longer commute;. 

only 24% were willing to buy a smaller home, 
only 13% were willing to have fewer amenities, 
and only 5 % were wil l ing to have less 
expensive material go into the bui lding of the 
home; 

8. 49% of the respondents preferred a home 
fronted with brick; 21% and 11% preferred 
stucco and stone, respectively; 8% preferred 
vinyl siding, 5% wood and 2% wood shingles; 

9. the average amount diat perspective home 
buyers were willing to pay to save $1000 per 
year in utility costs was $3,813 (40% were only 
willing to pay something less than $1000!); 

10. 32% of the respondents did not care if they 
bought an "environmentally friendly" home; 
50% cared, but were not willing to pay more for 
it; this left only 18% which were willing to pay 
more. 

The bottom line is that these respondents want 
VALUE. Minimum costs for some "minimum" 
standard of quality. Their definition of "quality" 
seems to have more to do with house size and 
included amenities than it does "environmental 
responsibility"; given the message of this survey, 
then, for structural wood to continue to compete as a 
housing input, it will have to be on low cost (low cost 
"commodity" lumber producers; cost-related 
technological advances in engineered wood 
products). (Note that this does not necessarily apply 
to "appearance" applications of wood, such as door 
and window stock, millwork, panelling, etc.). 

It should be noted tfiat In addition to this "one time" 
survey on home buyer preferences, the NAHB 
administers an incredibly extensive annual survey to 
home builders in each of the United States. The most 
recent survey was sent to over 45,000 home builders, 
with an estimated 10% response rate. Given that this 
is a 23 page survey, this is an excellent retum. This 
creates a very valuable data set, covering everything 
from type of houses built, choice of building 
materials in all components of the house, to type of 
heating fuel, air conditioners, fixture types, brand of 
windows used, decking details, etc. 

Further information on North American housing 
trends can be obtained by contacting: 

Chris Gaston Tel: (604) 222-5722 
Market Economist 
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T O / A : Department Managers March 28, 1996 

FROM / DE : Chris Gaston 

RE / OBJET : Trip Report: The Price Waterhouse 9* Annual Forest Industty Conference 

The theme of this year's Price Waterhouse conference (Vancouver, 26 March 1996) was "Operating in the 
Global Market—How Do We Measure Up?". The conference was broken into four sessions: 1) market 
outlook for both wood products and pulp; 2) finance and economics (outlook for the North American 
economy as a demand driver, and an update of the of the financial position of the BC forest industty); 3) a 
panel which attempts to answer the question posed by the conference title; and 4) the "presidents panel", 
which gave the audience a chance to ask questions to five prominent forest companies' presidents/CEOs. 

In general, this was a well planned conference, with a nice mix of market outlook and commentary on EC's 
competitive position. A common theme that seemed to dominate in many of the speaker's presentations was 
that BC is losing its competitive position due to the higher costs associated with stumpage increases, the costs 
of land withdrawals, the Forest Practices Code and other government initiatives dealing with the 
environment. However, it was noted that this is on balance; the advantages of the improved global 
perception on BC logging practices were noted. A comment by Keith Purchase summarizes the theme: "...a 
discussion of market prospects is meaningless unless we, as an industry, are in a position to compete". The 
answer to the question, do we measure up? Consensus seems to be that we do ft-om an environmental and 
image points of view, but that we do not from a costs and regulatory environment point of view. 

Most of the presentations given were supplemented with fiill text and figures. If anyone is interested in the 
detail of the presentations, the conference proceedings are available from either Jim Dangerfield or myself. 
What follows is a general summary of the presentations, including the key issues raised. 

1. Market Outlook. There were two presentations given for this session, given by Keith Purchase 
(President and CEO of Timber West) for solid wood products, and Carl Geist, Jr. (VP, Pulp, Weyerhaeuser 
Co., Tacoma) for market pulp. 

Keith's talk largely cenQ:ed aroimd BC's abiUty to compete. "Faced with increasing global competition and a 
stting of government initiatives that have reduced timber harvests and increased costs, the solid wood indusoy 
in BC has been virtually brought to its knees". It was pointed out that BC's logging costs are now among the 
highest in the world, and, due to fiirther implementation of the Forest Practices Code, that we will still see 
fiuther average cost increases of $4 to $14 per cubic mette. The diffetence between BC and Sweden, as the 
cited example, is that Sweden's regulatory process is results-oriented where as BC is process-oriented. 
Keith's vision for a positive outlook for BC is to change this, as well as closing what he calls the "value 
gap". This gap refers to the low value of the log in BC relative to the rest of the world. The challenge to 
BC includes greater market orientation, communicating customer needs right back to the first cut of the log. 
This also includes greater log sorting. From a regulatory point of view, this includes removing appertr̂ ncy 
requirements so that the log can flow to the mill which can maximize its value. 

In terms of market outlook, Keith feels that the changing market dynamics resulting from lower chip and pulp 
prices, coupled with declining harvests, will lead to stronger log and lumber prices, (given the lower 
revenues from chip sales, Keith argues that there would be reduced lumber production in the absence of 
stronger lumber prices). Added to the support for higher prices is the knowledge that the Japanese economy 

SoUd Wood 



is showing signs of improvement (and, along with it, housing starts). Keith reminds us that since 1987, BC 
shipments to Japan have increased by 67%, reducing the historical reliance on the US market. 

Market Pulp 
Carl's talk focused on how the distribution pipeline of chip/pulp/paper products has increased the volatility of 
the market pulp industry. ".. .the whole pulp and paper industry shoots itself in the foot given the cyclicality 
of this business". Carl is referring to the various lead times and inventory states between the sawmill and the 
pulp mill (chips), between the pulp mill and the destination port (pulp), between the destination port and the 
paper mill (pulp), between the paper mill and the printer/paper merchant (paper), and then to the ultimate 
consumer. Carl illustrates how the existence of this pipeline exaggerates price swings due to the various 
players' inventory adjusunents as a result of price expectations, starting with paper and working its way back 
to pulp then chips, or the other way aroimd. It is sttessed that one of the missing links in putting the 
knowledge of this process to use is a lack of reliable data on inventories at the printer/paper merchant end of 
the pipeline. 

It should be noted that many of the comments made in this regard could equally apply to the lumber market. 

Although Carl does not offer his outlook in the price of market pulp for the next 1-2 years, his outlook for 
year-to-year changes in pulp shipments (N.A./Scaidinavia) under varying assumptions range from -2.7% to 
-H2.0% for 1996 and +5.8% to +7.5% for 1997. 

2. Finance and Ek:onomics. There were two presentations given for this session, given by Tim 
O'Neill (Exec. VP and Chief Economist, Bank of Montreal) for the N.A. economic outlook, and Mike 
MacCallum (Partner, Price Waterhouse) for the current financial position of the forest industry. 

Economic Outlook 
The US market was defined as a "Goldie-Iocks" economy: not too hot, not too cold! Economic growth in the 
US is expected to average roughly 2% over the next 1-2 years. Tim reminds us that the key to the US 
market is consumer spending. Unlike Canada, the US dependence on foreign markets is rather small. 

The oudook for the Canadian economy was fairly positive, die in large part to both provincial and federal 
deficit spending reductions (with the threat of Quebec separation still touted as the wild-card). Tim forecasts 
that Canada's fiscal situation could be in balance by the end of the decade, a feat which was considered 
virtually impossible not so long ago. 

Inflation in Canada, at roughly 1.5%, is moderately lower than that of the US. GDP growth in Canada is 
expected to average 3% in 1996 and 3.5% in 1997; unemployment between 8.7 and 9.4% between 1996 and 
1997; declining interest rates, with 3-month T-Bills averaging slightiy over 5% over 1996 and 1997; 
US/CAN exchange rate rangmg between 73.0 and 73.6 over 1996 and 1997. 

No recession is expected in N.A. for the next 3-5 years. Global (industrial countries') economic growth is 
expected to be near 2% over the next few years. 

Current Financial Position 
Mike reported that the total BC forest industry had 1995 net earnings that were almost identical to 1994, at 
$1.35 billion. Unfortunately, "1996 does not look nearly as bright as 1995". (Note, the numbers quoted in 
this section are estimates, with more accurate values available from Price Waterhouse in two months time.). 
This industry average included a dramatic drop in earnings for lumber against an equally dramatic gain in 
earnings for market pulp. It is expected that 1996forest industry earnings will be less than have those of 
1995, with only lumber and newsprint showing the possibility of little change. 

Lumber net earnings in 1995 were less than half those of 1994 ($500 million compared to $1.1 billion), due 
to lower lumber prices, higher logging costs and much higher stimipage/royalties. Retum on capital 
employed (what Mike calls "the true measure of profitability") has declined from roughly 29% in 1993, 20% 



in 1994 to roughly 10% in 1995. Price Waterhouse estimates that so far. implemerttation of the Forest 
Practices Code has cost over a billion dollars per year, and that it is not yet fully implemented. 

Estimated earnings for plywood is roughly $50 million in 1995, down from $65 million in 1994. 

Market Pulp in 1995 was called "the star". Thanks to pulp prices that touched $1000 US/tonne, the 1995 
value of pulp sales were over $4 billion. However, as a result of high chip prices 1995 earnings were not as 
high as expected, at roughly 450 million in 1995 (compared to $103 million in 1994!). Return on capital 
employed rose for the second suaight year, being roughly -8% in 1993, near par in 1994, and over +10% in 
1995. The price of market pulp has, of course, fallen quite dramatically since its 4th quarter 1995 $1000 US 
price peak, with recent prices of only $600 US/tonne. Added to this is that it will take at least 6 months for 
pulp mills to move their expensive chips through the system (chip prices followed pulp, moving from a 1995 
high of roughly $175 per BDU (on average) to recent prices approaching $100 per BDU). 

Newsprint net earnings were roughly estimated at $100 miUion for 1995, up from a negative 1994 value. 
This has largely been due to steadily increasing newsprint prices for the last several years, and stable prices 
against the fall in pulp prices. 

When addressing the question posed by the conference, how do we measure up?, Mike also compared BC 
wood costs to that of other regions, as well as showing how dramatically this has changed over a very short 
time. In 1990, BC had the second lowest wood costs among the US South (the lowest wood cost), the US 
West, Sweden, Finland, and Eastem Canada. By 1995, BC was the highest, with the US South remaining 
the lowest. Finally, Mike pointed out that there are growing investments of almost all of the large integrated 
companies' being made outside of BC. MB, for example, has only 52% of its operating assets in Canada, 
never mind BC (quoted in their 1995 Annual Report). The reason, according to Mike, is simply that the 
return on investments is better elsewhere. The average return on capital employed for the total BC forest 
industry was shown to be only 7% from 1987 to 1995. "This rate of reftim is simply not adequate to maintain 
a competitive industry". "Capital flows to where it gets the best return. BC will be starved of new capital if 
returns are not improved for the long term". 

3. Panel: How Do We Measure Up? There were four speakers for this session: Fred BunneU 
(Professor, Faculty of Forestry, UBC) speaking on the forestry practices perspective; Michael Clark (First 
Secretary, Forest Products, Canada High Commission, UK) speaking on the Eiuopean demand perspective; 
Hamish Kerr (forestry analyst, Goepel Shields & Partners, Vancouver) speaking on the forest industty 
financial performance perspective; and James McNutt (President and CEO of Jaakko Poyry Consulting) 
speaking on the forest indusuy capital investment perspective. 

Forestry Practices 
Fred Bunnell summarizes the issue of how BC compares to the rest of the world in this area as the amount of 
protected forests (how much is enough?), and how well we practice foresoy. As regards the former, it was 
noted that BC has done vastly better than most in conserving old-growth. As regards the latter, following the 
WWF criteria for assigning "grades" for various practices, it was shown that BC, as compared to eastem 
Canada, the US West, the UK, Germany, Scandinavia, and Australia, fairs incredibly well. In fact, in the 
five objectives Usted by the WWF (such as adequate reforestation and maintenance of riparian zones). Dr. 
Bunnell gave BC the highest mark in four cases. 

European Perspective 
In answering the question, does BC measure up in terms of European acceptance, " the short resounding 
answer is YES, but we do need to continue to communicate on the major differences that exist between 
Canadian and European forestry". 

Generally, Canada is said to have a positive image; however, Michael pointed out that this is a liability side 
to this insofar as "Europeans expect the best from Canada". As regards forest industry perceptions, we are 
generally seen as a source of high quahty wood products and "reliable". However, there are also perceptions 



of inflexibility, particularly on product specifications. There is also some question as to how "green" our 
products are. On this note, it was pointed out that there is a tremendous lack of supply of certified products, 
and that this is an area were Canadian companies could take a leading role. There is a reliance being placed 
on the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) initiative. It was noted that the Canadian Standards Association 
(CSA) initiative must guard against public conflict with FSC proponents. 

Financial Performance 
".. .the forest industry as a whole destroys capital rather than creating it". This was the tone on Hamish's 
talk. In his opinion, BC is overly concerned with measuring performance at home against the US forest 
industry, when it should be recognized that the N.A. forest industry as a whole performs poorly as compared 
to other industries (the BC forest industry is trying to he "the best leper in the colony"). To reinforce this 
position, it was noted that BC*s retum on assets in the forest industry had a ten year average of 3.7%, 
compared to eastem Canada's average of 0.2% and a US average of 4.1 %. These all compare to the ten 
year average of Canada Savings Bonds of 4.7%! The TSE Paper & Forest ten year remms is 3.6% 
compared to the TSE 300 of 5.7%. The S «&P Paper & Forest, touted as being "the most efficient in the 
world" is at 7.1%, still being below the market, with the S&P 500 being at 10.7%. 

The primary reasons for this poor performance of the forest industry, here or more generally? In Michael's 
view, overcapitalization and insufficient barriers to entry (technology is making it easier and cheaper to get 
into the business; for example, the development of OSB allows for the manufacture of panels made from fibre 
sources which were previously believed to be uneconomical). 

Given this "dismal record", why do investors choose forest companies? I) share prices which are often 
below replacement costs; 2) the perception of an impending fibre shortage; 3) some companies do have an 
excellent growth rate over a long period of time; 4) forest company stocks tend to be volatile, giving ample 
opportunity to profit from price swings. 

Advice given to new entrants or expansions: avoid greenfield investments, and rather seek out opportunities 
to buy existing assets at a discount to replacement value. 

Capital Investment 
James McNutt utilized his presentation time to discuss the outlook for world pulp and paper capacity 
expansions, and how capital investments in the Canadian industry (specifically BC) stacks up. 

"We ae all well aware of the cyclical nature of the pulp and paper industry and mindfiil that it has a tendency 
to add to much capacity during the good times only to disrupt the delicate supply/balance and send it 
careening into the bad times". James notes that the globalization of economies makes this observation all the 
more in^rtant. 

James lists six driving forces of the pulp and paper industry: 1) global developments (developing regions such 
as Asia, Latin America and Africa will see the largest population growth, with corresponding needs for paper 
and other forest products); 2) fibre demand (one of the most important driving forces for the paper industry, 
with James' belief that there will be a shortage of virgin wood fibre, remembering that fiielwood still 
accounts for 55% of the world's roundwood consumption); 3) economic factors (the balance of economic 
growth is changing, with developed countries having a lower predicted GDP growth); 4) social trends 
(improved standard of living in the future for developing countries); 5) demographics (population still 
growing at a rate of roughly 100 million per year; changing age structure, with Asia having 60% of its 
population under 25 years old, whereas the industrialized regions this group makes up only 35% of the 
population); and 6) technology ("the most unsettled driving force"). 

By 2000, total global consumption of paper and paperboaxd expected to grow by 60 million tonnes, or a 3% 
annual average growth. This compares to new capacity annoimcements for 1995 through 1998 for newsprint, 
printing and writing grades and corrugated board of roughly 25 million tonnes, or a 4% annual average 
growth. Compare to opening quote! 



BC has "meager" capacity expansion plans due to, in James' opinion, provincial govenmient's poUcies on 
timber harvesting, parks, increased wilderness areas, etc. James also reiterates earlier speakers comments on 
the high cost of softwood fibre in BC in recent years. 

4. The Presidents' Panel This panel was made up of Conrad Pinette (President and COO of Lignum 
Limited), Keith Purchase (President and CEO of TimberWest Forest Limited), George Richards (President 
and CEO of Weldwood of Canada Limited), Jim Shepherd (President of Crestbrook Forest Industries Ltd.), 
and George Weyerhaeuser, Jr. (President and CEO of Weyerhaeuser Canada Limited). The panel was asked 
to individually respond to a list of questions collected from the audience. 

How do we measure up? 
Consensus from the panel is that the biggest issue affecting the competitiveness of the BC forest industry 
today is costs. While the advantages of improved environmental and social aspects of BC forestty are 
recognized, the costs relative to the benefits remain in question. 

Government initiatives to create jobs? 
"Must be market driven" (G.R.); should not have an arbitrary goal of creating 40,000 jobs. 
"A direct comparison of the BC situation with the US PNW is dangerous" (G.W.); for example, you cannot 
compare the reman opportunities for BC interior pine with Oregon's ponderosa pine. 

FRBC likely to meet its objectives? 
- concern regarding the level of bureaucracy associated with FRBC 
- concern regarding the source of fiimre funding (decreased "super-stumpage" availability) 
- G.W. seemed very positive toward FRBC 
- FRBCs role in forest health very positive and important 

What will you do with excess lumber as a result of quota restrictions (US/Canada trade)? 
- not a worry as prices should compensate: "what we give up on in terms of volume we'll make up 

in terms of prices" (CP.). [Note implication of BC market power]. 
- not a worry as we're less reliant on the US market as compared to the past; it was felt, for 

example, that the Japanese market for dimension SPF will continue to grow. 
- "Industry and government initiated a good deal" (K.P.). 
- "The quota system is better than any of the alternatives being discussed. We will, however, need 

to find new product oudets"( J.S.). 
- "The quota will have an impact on jobs" (G.R.) 

Single most important strategic issue facing the industry? 
- The "aboriginal movement"; land/resource (CP.). 
- How to remain conqpetitive globally given the existing regulatory process (G.R.). 
- Paying off our debt (J.S.). 
- Access to competitively priced ray materials; threat of operating at less than full capacity (G.W.) 
- How to close the "value gap"; getting information on how to get the maximum value out of a 

tree; competition from engineered wood products for structural lumber; market intelligence 
(K.P.). [Note: Forintek's role]. 

The advantages of the industry becoming more computerized? 
All panel members were enthusiastic regarding the role of computers in today's industry: 
- optimization -analysis/simulation 
- sorting -inexpensive 
-labour saving -daily as opposed to monthly reports 

- GIS -marketing tool for international customers 
- office automation 

To what extent does your company plan to invest in BC versus outside BC? 



- In short-run, maintain the status-quo; in medium to long-term, "we're looking" (J.S.). 
- Maintain existing BC facilities; new investments not likely to be in BC given the status-quo; 

"outside opportunities are more attractive" (G.R.). 
- "As a BC company, we'll continue to focus on BC" (CP.). 
- "We'll continue to invest in BC, but only when we can see a fast pay-back; willing to look 

elsewhere" (K.P.). 
- "We'll continue to invest in BC for maintenance, but our incremental investments will not likely 

be here" (G.W.). 

1996 outlook as compared to 1995? 
K.P.: flat; tough 6 months given log prices; expect upward price shock toward end of year due to low 

lumber inventories in Japan and reduced US supply. 
G.W.: Agrees with K.P.; bright spot at end of year, including pulp; weak prices f >r OSB for a while 

due to over capacity, but will see demand increase toward the end of 1996, early 1997. 
J.S.: pulp prices up by year-end; lumber prices will be better than predicted. \ 

"G.R.: believes that pulp prices will be flat, being "bad, bad news for this industry". 
CP. : poor pulp prices, therefor poor chip prices; expects a "respectable year, but not as good as 

1995". 



Trip Report 
National Association of Home Builders 
52"̂ * Construction Forecast Conference 

Washington, D.C. 
April 25, 1996 

Chris Gaston 

Objectives 

* To access the nature of NAHB's research initiatives, data bases, and market contacts, 
and to relate these to Forintek's information needs. 

+ To keep abreast of the US housing start and remodelling trends. 

Introduction 
This conference was a one day affair, primarily focusing on US housing demographics and 
economic outlook. The speakers included three of NAHB's chief economists (this is a large 
department within NAHB's Washington office), as well as a "who's who" from the financial 
analyst community, including a Senior VP, Mortgage Research at Oppenheimer & Co., the Chief 
Economist at Aubrey G. Lanston & Co. Inc., the Senior Economist at Goldman Sachs, the 
Senior Economist at Morgan Stanley & C , and the Research Director at DRI/McGraw-Hill. 

It was interesting to note that with an attendance of roughly 225 delegates, I was the only 
Canadian present. The delegates were made up of government personnel, representation from 
the lumber, building and building supply industries, universities, banks, researchers, consultants, 
and securities researchers, all from within the US. 

The sessions given were inforniative overall, covering two general topic areas: the first, being 
the main emphasis of the conference, was the economic/housing outlook (including regional 
forecasts); the second was the results of a survey which attempts to identify what home buyers 
want. 

Aside from the presentations, I had a number personal conversations with a number of NAHB's 
economists and staff from their research centre in Upper Mariboro, MD that I found very useful. 
Aside from the development of valuable contacts to aid in my research efforts, I also discovered 
that the NAHB administers an incredibly extensive survey (in addition to the one-time survey 
mentioned above), on an annual basis, to home builders in each of the United States. The 
most recent survey was sent to over 45,000 home builders, with an estimated 10% response 
rate. Given that this is a 23 page survey, this is an excellent return, creating a very valuable data 
set, covering everything from type of houses built, choice of building materials in all components 
of the house, to type of heating fuel, air conditioners, fixture types, brand of windows used, 
decking details, etc. Although the purchase of the entire data set for any one year would be very 
expensive, it was suggested that I could get the results of defined components of the survey for 



a reasonable (or In some cases zero) cost. I also discovered that the NAHB puts out a number 
of interesting publications, including one which details housing market statistics on a monthly 
basis. Please contact me if you are interested in either the survey or the publications (see 
binder description in the following paragraph). 

As all of the individual presentations at the conference were accompanied with hardcopy on the 
material, which is available in a binder in the Forintek Western Lab library. This binder also 
includes a full attendance list, a copy of both of the surveys discussed above, miscellaneous 
NAHB publications and a publications list. The following comments summarize the key items 
discussed. 

Economic/Housing Outlook 
There was more or less a "consensus forecast" by the speakers for stable to modest growth 
through 1996 and 1997. David Seiders, Chief Economist for the NAHB summarizes: 

1. Economic growth averaging 2%; unemployment rate edging up with growing labour force, 
but little risk of inflation. 

2. CPI inflation below 3% in both years (stable inflation). 
3. Little change in sort and long term interest rates for 1996 and slight easing in 1997, with 

fixed rate mortgages averaging 7.75 this year and 7.5 next. 
4. The "credit crunch" of the early 1990s has run its course (good credit availability for next two 

years). 
5. Total housing starts expected to be close to 1.4 million in both 1996 and 1997, with single-

family starts at 1.1 million in both years. Thanks to modest increases in multi-family and 
remodelling "total residential investment will be hitting record levels during the forecast 
horizon". 

6. Non-residential construction is expected to be strong. 
7. Prices of key building materials are expected to be stable, with the qualification that "the 

recent agreement between the US and Canada, to reduce the volume of lumber exported 
from Canada to this country, is likely to place some upward pressure on framing lumber 
prices during the 5-year life of the pact". In Seiders' opinion (and I tend to agree), the price 
spikes of 1993/94 could be indicative of further price volatility to come; "watch for 
substitutions for wood studs such as steel". 

This last point was strongly supported by David Jones, Chief Economist with Aubrey G. Lanston 
& Co., who was extremely "bullish" on commodity prices, particulariy from the demand side. 
Partially as a result of this, he, and many of the other speakers which followed, were not as 
optimistic regarding lower future inflation in the US. 

Steve Roach, Senior Economist at Morgan Stanley, bases his expectation for higher inflation 
into 1997 on higher unit labour costs (lower corporate profits being passed through in the form of 
higher prices). 

Both Roach and Edward McKelvey, Senior Economist at Goldman Sachs, disagree with Seiders' 
opinion on interest rates, expecting at least modest increases in 1997. While this has negative 
consequences for housing starts, it was pointed out that the starts cycle is also expected to be 
dampened (less extremes from highs and lows in the number of US starts), especially as 
compared to the 1970s and 80s. 



All speakers, including Joseph Hu of Oppenheimer & Co., were in agreement that the mortgage 
market is in good shape, with competitive credit readily available. 

There were two speakers that gave their interpretation of regional housing outlooks. Mark 
Zandi, Chief Economist of Regional Financial Associates, Inc., started by listing his "top 10" and 
"bottom 10" housing markets for 96/97: 

Top Bottom 
Dallas-Fort Worth. TX New York, NY 
Denver-Colorado Springs, CO Hartford, CT 
Tampa, FL Springfield, MA 
Austin, Texas Providence, RI 
Sacramento, CA Buffalo, NY 
San Antonio, TX Syracuse, NY 
San Jose, CA New Haven, CT 
Charlotte, NC Honolulu, HI 
Richmond, VA Washington, DC 
San Diego, CA Albany, NY 

The methodology utilized to identify the best/worst potentials for housing starts was primarily to 
identify areas which were most likely to be influenced (both positively and negatively) by 
globalization of the economy, technological advancements (e.g., areas possessing high tech. 
industries), deregulation of services and the advent of baby boomer aging (e.g., a negative for 
areas which rely heavily on federal government spending). Added to this is an evaluation of the 
relative cost of doing business by area, migration patterns, differentiating areas were house 
prices are appreciating, and, more generally, looking for supply and demand imbalances in 
housing (e.g., noting that the supply of homes in an existing area is far short of expected 
demand). 

The second talk on regional housing trends was given by NAHB's Director of Forecasting, 
Stanley Duobinis. His analysis of "hot" markets is similar to Mark's in methodology, adding 
points such as quality of life, quality of local labour force, quality of local infrastructure, local 
regulatory environment, and local tax policy. Not unlike Mark's projection, Stanley's research 
suggests strong 1996 growth in starts in much of the west and parts of the south (particularly 
Texas and Georgia), but poor performance in the US North-East. The US Mid-West is expected 
to show moderate growth in starts (2-4% increase over last year). Stanley also presented his 
expectation for growth in starts per 1000 population, which continues to show the highest 
potential in the west (although California looks less attractive under this measure) and improves 
the outlook for much more of the US South. The US North-East remains the poorest expected 
performer. 

The Home Buyers' Preferences Survey 
The second general topic area covered in this conference was the results of a "home buye-s' 
preferences sun/ey" administered by the NAHB in 1995. This survey attempted to get 
perspective home buyers' preferences on size of home, types of amenities, willingness to pay, 
and so on. The results presented are based on 3800 responses to an 8 page survey (included 
in the binder at the Forintek Western Lab library), sent to roughly 13,000 potential home buyers 
in Atlanta, Dallas/Fort Worth, Denver, Indianapolis, Northern and Southern California, 



Philadelphia/New Jersey/Delaware, Phoenix and Washington DC (note that this span the "best" 
and "worst" expected markets from above). Some of the more interesting outcomes of the 
survey are: 

1. almost 80% of the respondents were a married couple, a little more than half of which had 
children; 

2. at the median, the respondents had a combined household income of 50 to 75 thousand 
dollars; 63% of the respondents had 2 or more income earners in the household; 

3. 24% of the respondents never owned a home; on average, the perspective buyer has been 
in the market for 8 months already, and were willing to look for 1 to 2 years into the future; 
their willingness to add to the their commuting distance increases with the number of 
amenities associated with the house; 

4. only 12% of the respondents preferred to buy an existing home; 50% preferred to buy a new 
home offered buy a builder (i.e., already built) and 30% preferred to have a home custom 
built on a lot; 

5. at the median, respondents were looking to increase their existing floor space by at least 
500 sq. feet (the average of what the perspective buyer was looking for was 2000 to 2500 
sq. feet); over 50% of the respondents were looking for a 4 bedroom plus house, with 2.5 to 
3 bathrooms; the vast majority of the respondents were looking for a 2 or 3 car garage; 

6. perhaps the most interesting aspect of this survey, especially when one considers the 
previous 5 points, is that the median price that the perspective home buyer was willing to 
pay was only $163,000; 

7. when asked what the home buyer was willing to give up to make the purchase price more 
affordable, over a third of the respondents were willing to have unfinished spaces, less 
desirable location, smaller lots, and a longer commute;, only 24% were willing to buy a 
smaller home, only 13% were willing to have fewer amenities, and only 5% were willing to 
have less expensive material go Into the building of the home; 

8. 49% of the respondents preferred a home fronted with brick; 21 % and 11 % preferred stucco 
and stone, respectively; 8% preferred vinyl siding, 5% wood and 2% wood shingles; 

9. the average amount that perspective home buyers were willing to pay to save $1000 per 
year in utility costs was $3,813 (40% were only willing to pay something less than $1000!); 

10. 32% of the respondents did not care if they bought an "environmentally friendly" home; 50% 
cared, but were not willing to pay more for it; this left only 18% which were willing to pay 
more. 

The bottom line is that these respondents want VALUE. Minimum costs for some "minimum" 
standard of quality. Their definition of "quality" seems to have more to do with house size and 
included amenities than it does "environmental responsibility"; given the message of this survey, 
then, for structural wood to continue to compete as a housing input, it will have to be on low cost 
(low cost "commodity" lumber producers; cost-related technological advances in engineered 
wood products). (Note that this does not necessarily apply to "appearance" applications of 
wood, such as door and window stock; millwork, panelling, etc.). 
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SUMMARY 
Although this conference included an impressive array of forest industry experts from around the Pacific 
Rim, the material presented did not live up to the potential. More than anything else, Mr. Widman was too 
ambitious in terms of the scope of the conference: too litde was offered about too wide a range of markets 
and issues, rather than focusing on fewer key topics in sufficient detail. As a result, the main value of the 
conference was having the chance to network with a wide variety of individuals (speakers and delegates) in 
the Pacific Rim marketplace. 

Essentially, the two day conference was organized around half-hour sessions for each of a dozen 
countries/areas (either key suppliers such as the PNW, NZ/ChDe, Scandinavia and the former USSR; or 
demanders such as Japan, Europe, the Middle East and China/Korea/Taiwan), with each speaker highlighting 
local resources and/or demand descriptors. 

As the transcripts of each presentation were provided, me following report is limited to some of the 
highlights. A binder containing all of the transcripts, including overheads used in the presentations and a hill 
list of the conference delegates (more than 250) is available from the Forintek library. 

Japan 
John Powles (COFI) presented "Japan's Economic Outlook", and related this back to the future potential of 
Canadian products (growing acceptance of platform-frame construction, improved acceptance of Canadian 
species in new applications—including softwood plywood). Of particular interest in this regard was John's 
announcement that as of April 1 (this past week), "Japanese Building Standards Law (notification #56) 
provision for '2x4' house construction changed to permit use of 'accredited foreign grade stamped lumber' in 
addition to J AS (thereby lowering the cost of certification for BC producers considerably). Other points of 
interest include Canada's success in plywood trade to Japan, which has averaged 42% annual growth since 
1991; near-term expectations of 2x4 starts in Japan exceeding IOO,000/yr; the probable acceptance (May '96) 
of 3-story wood frame construction in fire-rated urban zones; and the expectation that the "action program" 
will continue (objective to reduce housing costs). Bottom line: "... Japan will continue to be a good, albeit 
more conq)etitive, market for western Canadian wood exports". 
Glen Bonderud (Pres., MacMillan Bloedel K.K., Tokyo) gave a presentation on Japan's wood products 
market. His presentation included some good overheads on lumber/panel import trends and housing start 
detail (see conference binder). His three most significant points relating to the future potential of this market 
is 1) the lack of re-investment in Japanese sawmills...decreased self-sufficiency due to costs, not supply; 2) 
the past/present effect of a strong Yen relative to the dollar: "if we hadn't seen this Yen appreciation, I don't 
know where we would be today"; and 3) new competition from radiata pine and increased Scandinavian 
shipments to Japan, partially in response to a worry that North American supplies will drop. Also, "as we 



see the reman industry in Japan decline, the future for Canadian producers must be in further processing of 
products to finished products and ultimately supplying complete building systems ". ^ 

Questions on Japan: 

Future of the Yen? (J.P.) Stable at present rate. 

Future of SPF? (G.B.) 2x4 will continue to see positive growth; SPF no longer a "one product species" 
(e.g. different sizes; finger-jointing); metric sizes to suit pre-fab would be an asset. 

Chance of US log exporters recouping volumes? (J.P.) No; price of logs have nearly doubled; Japanese 
sawmills used to have log import purchases subsidized to provide employment... .no longer; growing 
acceptance of radiata pine logs. 

Why is Scandinavia becoming so successful in Japan? "North American 2x4s are pricing themselves out of 
the market"; Scandinavia SPF competes with NA SPF, and, growingly, so will SPF from former USSR. 

China 
Earl Drake (Prof., SFU; VP Canada/China Business Council) posed and addressed five conflicting views on 
China: 
1) Is China Still the fastest growing economy or is it in the doldrums? 
2) Is China really becoming a market economy or is it still run by biueaucrats? 
3) Is China poUtically stable or likely to break up when Deng dies? 
4) Is it a reasonable member of the international community or a regional bully? 
5) Oiu Prime Minister & Premiers say there is great business potential in China; is this hype or fact? 

The answer to the first two, key, questions: "China is destined to be one of the sttongest market economies in 
Asia by the year 2000". An interesting observation that came out of the presentation were that about of 
the 8.5 biUion m deals aimounced during the 1995 "Team Canada" visits have already turned into soUd 
conu-acts. 

Daniel Poon (Marketing Exec, Interfor, Vancouver) talked about the existing market and potential more 
direcUy. First, it was noted that exporting wood products to China is "not for the faint hearted", referring to 
the dramatic drop in Canadian lumber imports in China between 1993 and 1995 (from 286,000 m3 to 38,000 
m3). Chinese imports were traditionally handled by a single, government Ucenced con )̂any; following 
decentralizatioh in 1990, all foreign trade companies licenced by 3 levels of government, became authorized 
to import timber. There were over 70 such companies m 1995, all of which act as a broker in exchange for a 
1.7% fee paid by the lumber buyer. Major uends: substituting liunber imports for logs; substituting radiata 
pine logs (NZ) for US log shortfall; good acceptance of SPF in quaUty, but not in size (Chma is not, and will 
not quickly become, a 2x4 market); and NA hardwood is replacing Asian hardwood. Final note, as China is 
not an official member of the International Chamber of Commerce, there are risks of collection. 

New Zealand 
Bill Hayward (General Manager, Marketing, Fletcher Challenge, NZ) gave a predictable sales job on the 
merits of radiata pine: fast growing on a range of sites, responsive to genetic improvement, responds well to 
management techniques, and is desirable for a wide range of end uses. Bill noted that there are presentiy 
1.57 million hectares of plantations producing an output of 17 million m3. This is expected to grow to 30 
million m3 by 2010 and 40 million m3 by 2020. (It is interesting to note that 30% of NZ plantations in 1995 
were owned by US companies!) It was predicted that while log exports will remain an important component 
of NZ's export mix, the largest growth will be in processed products. This will require significant sawmill, 
panel board, reman, etc. investments, which has aheady started. NOTE: there are some good slides in the 
binder contrasting growing rates/costs of various plantations around the globe. 



ChUe 
Rafael Campino (Marketing Director, CMPC Forestry, Santiago). Chile's radiata pine resource is slightly 
larger than NZ's, with ciurent output exceeding 20 million ni3. Chile's major export product (and its major 
investment plants to the year 2000) is pulp. Logs only represent 6% of their exports, followed by roughly 
25% lumber. Japan, Korea, the Middle East and Taiwan represent their biggest buyers. It is estimated that 
solid wood products will gain in share in the future. 

South Korea 
I.B. Kim (Managing Director, Sammi Corporation, Seoul). Annual harvest in S. Korea have averaged 
slightly over 1 million m3, the vast majority being "low quality" pulp logs. As a result, they import 
significant quantities, 7-9 million m3 of logs (mostly temperate softwoods, esp. radiata pine) and 2-3 million 
m3 of lumber (mostly hardwoods), used primarily for housing interiors and furniture. Ply consumption 
exceeds 2 million m3 (mostly imports), particle board over 1 million m3 (evenly mixed domestic production 
and imports), and MDF 3/4 million m3 (mostly domestic production). Future opportunities were expressed 
in OSB, SW ply, and remaned products (noting a trend away from the importation of raw materials). 

Questions on NZ/Chile/Korea 

Demanded lumber dunension in China? (D.P.) Full 2" and as much width as possible. 

Availability of pruned logs in Chile? (R.C.) Estimate 5 million m3 by 2010. 

Chile's comparative advantage over NZ? (R.C.) Turning the negative of distant location to a positive: 
"geared toward marketing everywhere!"; Chile has efficient, low cost manufacturing; good market ties: e.g. 
Home Depot buys direct from Chilean forest companies. 

NZ's comparative advantage over Chile? (B.H.) Don't see that the competition is with other plantation wood 
products; rather, competition will be growingly with non-wood substitutes. 

OSB potential in Korea? (I.B.K.) Negligible volumes/interest up to now due to high availability/low $ of 
plywood. The limited demand for OSB is for interior, as opposed to exterior, use in housing. 
Can Eucalyptus be used for structural lumber (large production in Chile, mostly for pulp)? (R.C.) Drying 
process is complicated and problematic. Some success seen in producing short pieces, used primarily for 
fiuniture. 

US PNW 
Jerry Haver (Marketing Director, Plum Creek Timber Company, Seattle). Focused largely on the market for 
PNW wood in Japan. Noted that the recent drop in the Japanese Yen/purchase power had a strong 
effect.. .not able to raise prices in response to reduced supplies. It was also noted that construction costs in 
Japan are roughly twice that of Seattle. As regards PNW log exports, it was pointed out that they have 
dropped by over 40% from 1990 to 1995, and expect to drop only marginally from now to 2000. In Jerry's 
opinion, one of the primary reasons for the substitution of log inqwrts with lumber imports is cost. In fact, 
and in my opinion he goes too far here, he suggests that Japan is buying on the basis of cost, with reduced 
demand for old growth products and higher demand for lower cost lumber, engineered wood products and 
other "lower cost alternatives". While I do not totally disagree with this, in my opinion Japan is not shopping 
for lower cost, but rather higher value. I cannot help but believe (actually, Jerry does seem to agree with this 
too) that Japan will continue to pay for quality, however it may be defined as old-growth stocks decline. 

South Africa 
Dennis Neilson (D.A. Neilson & Associates, NZ). South Africa's plantation area is roughly comparable to 
that of Chile, but with a mix of soft and hard woods. 74% of the resources is in private hands, with 4-5 
companies controlling the vast majority. Annual growth rates are somewhere in between NZ/Chile and the 



US South. Like Chile, most of the trees are used for pulp (and mining timbers), with only 30 odd percent 
being used for solid wood (of which another 30-40% is residual pulp furnish). The apnual harvest is similar 
to NZ. Given their small population and low per capita income, the vast majority of their solid wood 
products are exported. South Africa is considered a "world leader" in hardwood plantations. 

Taiwan 
James Hung (Chairman, Taiwan Timber Import/Export Association) and Jeffer Kuo (President, Marinewen 
Co. Ltd., Taipei). Economic growth in Taiwan has increased over 52% since 1987, or an average of 6.5% 
per year. Exports have increased an average of 13.5% per year over this same time period, while imports 
increased almost 25% per year. Both inflation and their exchange rate against the $us have been fairly stable, 
again over the same time period. Foreign exchange reserves increased throughout, be; ig at roughly $US 915 
billion in 1995. All this points to a market with great potential. 

The species mix of their forest resource is 58% hardwood, with total timber production declining markedly 
from 1990 (114,000 m3) to 1995 (32,000 m3). Logging of "nanwal forests" was banned as of 1985, leaving 
only plantation production. Imports of logs and lumber approached 4 million m3 in 1995, plus another 2 
million m3 equivalent of ply and panels. 

Russia Far East 
Valentin Kudryashov (Chairman, Russian Wood Company Limited, Japan). This talk mirrored much of what 
is afready common knowledge: Russia's wood stock is enormous (accounts for 22% of the world's total), the 
vast majority of which is old-growth, primarily larch; on the other hand, it is largely unaccessible. Between 
1970 and 1990, the harvest remained relatively stable around 350 million m3 per year. In 1994, this dropped 
to 160 million m3. "The major obstacles to increasing harvest... 

the increasing debts of a majority of the logging operations to the federal and local budgets 
a lack of assets 
a growing number of unprofitable enterprises 
a decreasing niunber of employees 

extremely high taxes, costly credit and continuous growth in transport and energy costs". 

On the positive side: 

"In November of 1995, the Russian government adopted a new program of forest industry development for 
the period 1995 to 2005. According to the program, 79 trillion roubles are slated to be invested in timber 
companies during this time frame." 

"...specialized export companies, like Rosexplortles and Exportles, are planning to invest US$ 2.5 billion in 
the timber industry within the next five-year period." 

"The January 1996 Memorandum of Understanding between State Russian firm Roslesprom and American 
Import-Export Bank, granting a guarantee for future foreign investments in Russia's forest industry...US$ 5 
billion.. .to be used for modernization and re-equipment of existing plants...". 

"Overall, signs point clearly to coming rival of the Russian forest industry, with a frend toward increased 
exports of sawn goods, plywood, engineering products, and pulp and paper." 

UK and Europe 
Richard McRae (Former Director, COFI, London) and Dan Olsen (President, Danfor Export Ltd., 
Aldergrove, BC). Softwood lumber imports into Westem Europe averaged 24.4 million m3 per year since 
1990. Canada's share has dropped dramatically over this period, from over 4 million m3 to roughly 1 
million m3. This was, of course, largely due to the Plant Health regulations as a non-tariff barrier. It was 
noted that the softwood lumber self-sufficiency is high in many European countries, and increasingly so. 



Talking about the future potential for Canadian exports to Eiuope, "Canada will be used increasingly for 
products that Europe cannot produce". , 

The importance to BC exporters in this market of "association work" was so-essed by Dan, singling out the 
BC Wood Specialties Group in particular. Dan also discusses market potential for individual BC products in 
some detail (e.g., lam stock, finger-jointed specialties, WRC, solid edged glued panels, door stock, etc.), and 
interested reader are referred to his presentation in the binder. A comment of particular interest: 
recommendations made by the Rosenheim Institute (Germany's equivalent of Forintek) carry considerable 
market weight. 

Scandinavia 
Amo Pelkonen (Managing Director, Enso Timber OY, Helsinki). On the side, Enso Timber is the largest 
forest products con:q)any in Finland, with 2.1 miUion m3 of lumber output from 11 sawmills, 18,000 
employees and over CDN $ 1 billion in annual sales. 

Representing roughly 1/3 of Eiu-ope's mean annual increment (over 125 million m3 out of 400), it was 
recognized that the European resources in general is highly under utilized, with annual growth exceeding 
removals by almost 140 million m3. Sweden's surplus (growth less removals) is 34 miUion m3 per year and 
Finland's is 18 million m3. [Compare to earlier comments regarding self-sufficiency.] 60% of Scandinavian 
lumber production is exported to other Eiuopean counuies. Europe is said to have very high lumber 
inventories at present due to low prices in 1995, and the situation is not expected to improve before the last 
quarter of 1996. Amo beUeves that sales to non-Eiuopean markets will continue to increase. It is expected 
that Scandinavia will lose some markets to Central Europe sawmills, as well as to Russia and Eastern Europe. 
He views NA as a strong future market oppormnity as "North America is on its way to becoming a net 
importer of lumber". He sites Jaakko Poyry which shows a 20 million m3 swing in NA from 1993 to 2005 
fi-om net exporter to net importer! Best future oppormnities, therefore, are the pacific rim. 

Middle East 
Gita Sheikholeslami (VP, Trans-Pac Resources Ltd., Vancouver). Siting reduced fiscal deficits annual GDP 
growth and a large number of invesonent projects scheduled between now and 2000, the import potential for 
wood products seems sttong. At present, 50 to 60 % of softwood imports are from Chile, with NA suppUes 
being at roughly 20%. In 1994, over a milUon tonnes of lumber and ply were imported. 

Australia 
Bemie Neufeld (Senior Economist, BIS Shrapnel Pty Ltd, North Sydney). Given that it is expected that there 
will be declining harvests on Australia's large inventory of hardwood natural forest for conservation reasons, 
Australia will partially rely on the growing number of emerging plantations, primarily in radiata pine, in the 
future. The planted forests are cunently just over 1 million hectares, managed on a rotation of 30 to 35 
years. There are 41 million hectares of namral forest, 3/4 of which are state owned. 

IndusUy investment projects in timber and panels (esp. MDF) from 1990 to 2000 are expected to exceed $1 
billion. 

In terms of Australia's supply and demand balance, it is expected that they will move fi^om their current 
situation of being a net importer of wood products to a net exporter by 2000, both in lumber and in panels 
(again, primarily MDF). Further, it was shown that the Austtalian inqwrt of North American lumber 
(primarily Doug-fir) is being substituted with NZ radiata pine (in addition to their growing domestic 
supplies). 

Lack of time prevented questions on Day 2. 





Trip Report 
1996 Western Forest Economists Meeting 

Wemme, Oregon 
May 6, 1996 

Chris Gaston 

Objectives 

* To l<eep current in research methodologies and emphasis in forestry economics and 
trade. 

* To maintain important USDA Forest Service and academic contacts. 

* To obtain a peer response to my econometric model of the Japanese demand for wood 
product imports. 

Introduction 

The "Wemme" meetings have been an important forum for PNW and BC forest economists for 
the past several decades. The meetings primarily attract USDA Forest Service and academic 
researchers (Oregon State University, University of Washington and UBC), but also attract 
researchers and market analysts from the private sector (this year this included Boise Cascade, 
Weyerhaeuser and MacMillan Bloedel, as well as a number of "market information" consulting 
firms). 

I have been presenting papers at these meetings for three years running. I have found Wemme 
to be extremely useful in keeping abreast of the research that is being done in the area of forest 
economics and trade modelling (which was my specific motivation for going this year given the 
N.A./Japan market access project), as well as the current US forest policy focus (such as 
reduced timber cuts on Wash/Or state/federal lands, trends in "ecosystem management", and 
the ongoing softwood lumber countervail situation). The primary reason for Wemme's success 
is that these are informal meetings where researchers have the genuine ability to present to their 
peers in a constructive atmosphere. These meetings attract the cream of Westem forest 
economists, yet no one is out to impress; rather, participants take advantage of the expertise to 
share ideas before "taking them public". 

Contacts 

I made/renewed a number of useful contacts with respect to my role at Forintek in general, and 
my role as co-project leader of the North America/Japan Market Access Project in particular. 
These include: 

Dave Dan- Dave is the head of the economics section for the USDA Forest Sen/ice, 



Dgnige Ingrgm 

Dpn Flora 
Richard Haynes 
Roggr Fight 
Wendy McGinnis 

Tony Lempri^re 

working In Washington, D.C. This makes him the equivalent of Dave 
Boulter at the CFS in Ottawa. While Dave will not be a direct contact for 
me, his personal knowledge of my research endeavours will most likely be 
an asset in securing cooperation with the Madison forest products lab (see 
next contact). 

Denise is a manager at the USDA forest products lab in Madison, being in 
charge of "timber demand and technology assessment". She did her PhD 
with Joseph Boungiorno, the econometrician who's work I modelled my own 
dissertation on. 

Denise is a particularly valuable contact as she is virtually heading the 
NASAW, or North Amenca Solid Wood Model, which is the USDA's follow-
up to their well known NAPAP (North America Pulp and Paper Model). 
NASAW represents USDA's primary effort in modelling the solid wood 
sector, and does incorporate some of the trade aspects that I am after. 
Further, in the interest of improving Canadian content in the NASAW, the 
Madison lab has solicited the support Boulter and his colleagues at the 
CFS. While I am not concerned that the NASAW is in any way stealing the 
thunder of our project, primarily due to their continued practice of over-
aggregating the wood products, I have every intention of coordinating 
closely with the economists at both the Madison lab and the CFS in Ottawa. 

These individuals all share the distinction of being the Gods in forest 
product trade modelling, and will all be great assets in helping me in my 
present efforts. I have worked with Don Flora the most in the past, as 
he is the only researcher besides myself to have done trade work on 
disaggregated forest product demand in Japan. 

Tony is a former FEPA colleague of mine, having done his degree with llan 
Vertinsky. The reason I include Tony in this list of contacts is that he just 
started working for Boulter at the CFS. In fact, I'm quite sure that one of the 
main reasons Tony attended these meetings was to touch base with me on 
our NA/Japan Market Access Project. I have the feeling that he will be 
taking the lead "working" role on CFS's involvement/direction on the project. 
In addition to or instead of Bob Jones, Tony might be the logical choice for 
one of the liaison positions. 

In addition to the above, I made contacts with a number of individuals which may become good 
"data contacts" over time. These include: 

Chuck Burley, NW Forestry Association (Oregon) 
Line Cannon, Oregon Forest Industry Council 
Paul Cousar, Forest Analytics Inc. (Washington) 
Jack Lutz, Hancock Timber Resource Group (Boston) 
John Natt, Clear Vision Associates (Calif.) 
Mark Rasmussen, Timber Data Company (Oregon) 
Daryl Swetishoff, BC Ministry of Forests, Economics and Trade Branch. 



Finally, while not at the conference directly, I met with Jim Yuhas, Director of Economic Services 
for the Western Wood Products Association, at his office in Portland. I have-discovered that the 
WWPA maintains a wonderful data set on US West lumber shipments, by species and grade, 
including source (production) and destination of shipments by state or foreign country, quantity 
and price. However, my previous attempts to obtain these data has met with political resistance, 
due to WWPA fears of my using the data to support a softwood lumber countervail position 
which favours Canada, or for some other purpose which would not be in the best interests of the 
WWPA member companies. The purpose of my visit, then, was to make a personal contact in 
the interest of increasing his comfort level on dealing with me in the future. We left the issue by 
agreeing that we would re-address the data request once I've "fine-tuned" its purpose, and can 
offer adequate insurance that its use will not be to the detriment of WWPA members (and, 
preferably, to their benefit). If this is not possible, due to CFS's use of a future model for policy 
purposes, for example, or "threatening" market access issues explored by us, I will either have to 
do without the data or explore getting at this information through a US contact (such as the 
Madison lab). 

The Presentations 

As much of the content of the presentations (see attached agenda) is directed to economists, as 
opposed to general interest, I will keep my comments here limited to a few highlights. 

Chuck Keegan, University of Montana, has been doing research on the issue of government 
versus private land advantages vis-a-vis cost efficiencies. He stated that the average annual 
timber management costs for 1992-1994 in Idaho and Montana were $49 per MBF and $159 per 
MBF for private and National Forest management, respectively. It was mentioned, however, that 
much of the higher costs on the federal/state managed lands was associated wjth non-timber 
benefits. This leads to concern on the US forest industry's ability to compete given increasing 
social/environmental pressures in the US; the concern is that this will extend to private land 
management as well, as a result of the Endangered Species Act's threatened erosion of private 
property rights. We are, of course, seeing this in BC as well (although it effects a much smaller 
land base in percentage terms) with the potential imposition of the Forest Practices Code on 
private lands in BC. 

Richard Haynes, presenting research he and his colleagues are doing on the lumber price 
spikes of 1993/94, pointed out that the price movements were not as dramatic as one is led to 
believe (remember, prices of SPF moved from roughly US$225 to nearly US$500 per MBF in a 
matter of months). Aside from the spikes not being much different from eariier price highs of the 
past 10-15 years in real terms, they are even less pronounced once the time series data are 
adjusted for cyclical trends (both seasonal and within the business cycle). This notwithstanding, 
Haynes pointed out that there is a random component to the 1993/94 price spike, being reduced 
PNW han/ests with resulting upward price pressure; longer temri it is believed that any higher 
price will be met with increased production elsewhere, thereby returning price to its "nomriar 
cycle. There was no comment, however, on differing quality on non-PNW/BC production, nor on 
NON-WOOD substitutes. Further, it should be recognized that while the price of lumber might 
not have been so dramatic once adjusted as described, there was a real price Increase in togs. 
This can be explained by technology; we simply use less raw material (i.e. solid wood) as furnish 
to a product (e.g. laminated veneers; engineered wood products). 



John Natt from Clear Vision Associates gave a market outlook presentation for wood chips. 
Given how vulnerable our members have become to their ability to sell chips for a reasonable 
price (witness mill shutdowns recently due to an over-supply of residual chips from their lumber 
production), I thought I would pass on the gist of what he had to say. Bottom line is that the 
news is good, insofar as the current price slide, due to a combination of over supply of residual 
chips and lower demand due to recycle requirements, is expected to reverse by 1997 and 
resume its long term up-trend through to the year 2000. 

Denise Ingram (see contact notes above) gave a talk on modelling the solid wood sector in the 
21st century, which unfortunately ran concurrent to my presentation. I understand from 
colleagues that her talk was very general, and mostly focused on the sorts of modelling 
difficulties that they're having and have yet to solve. This clearly reinforces the opening of a 
door RE. finding synergies with my project (remembering that the USDA and CFS are already 
working together on the solid wood model). 

Darius Adams (big academic name, OSU at Corvallis) gave a rather technical talk on timber 
supply behaviour that I wont attempt to explain here, but he does bring up the rather interesting 
general point that supply response in the US south has the potential to be very price responsive. 
In other words, a high enough increase in the price of timber could lead to significant land 
conversions from agriculture to short to medium term forest rotations (witness N.Z.), facilitated 
by the attraction of investment capital. 

Finally, there was a session titled "Cyberspace and Forest Economics", which offered a rather 
interesting forum on the state of technology in our field, including social/environmental 
implications (e.g. environmentalists' use of the internet to increase their power of persuasion). 
This sen/ed to demonstrate the need to communicate the positive aspects of wood as a building 
material to offer a balanced exposure to the marketplace (points for the Forestry Alliance, the 
CWC, etc.). 
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Objectives 

•fr To assess what has happened since the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio and what is planned 
for the future, particularly as it relates to the Canadian forest industry. 

* To get a sense of the trends in developed and developing countries' attitudes regarding 
environmental protection, particularly in how this relates to production and consumption 
patterns. 

Introduction 

As moderator Mark Winston (SFU) put it, this one day conference should have been titled 
"Beyond Rhetoric", noting that it is going on five years since the Rio Summit and the time has 
come to assess the impact of this unique international gathering. The United Nations 
Commission on Sustainable Development, charged with the responsibility of monitoring what 
has happened as a result of Rio, will host meetings early in 1997 to uncover the accounts. 

My overall impression of the conference was very positive, particularly as regards the quality of 
the speakers and their presentations. The attendance, however, was surprisingly poor with no 
more than 40 people. This to me is a reflection of the difficulty in going "beyond rhetoric". A 
perfect illustration of this was seen by the media's coverage of the conference. After the five 
minute opening remarks given by the Honourable Paul Ramsey (B.C. Minister of Environment, 
Land and Parks), all of the television media packed up and left in a very disruptive manner. 

Key Points 

The main take-home messages which I picked up from the presentations, particularly as they 
relate to the Canadian forest industry, are: 

1. Canada has a high international profile regarding its efforts in environmental protection. 



When looked at from a proactive viewpoint, this gives us the opportunity to play a leading 
role in "sustainable development", both locally and globally. This can be potentially 
translated into a competitive advantage in terms of product differentiation in a global 
marketplace which is increasingly becoming more environmentally sensitive (we still 
need to see evidence of increased willingness to pay). 

2. While the demand for environmental protection seems to be going up (for example, a poll 
has revealed that 65% of Canadians today believe that their health is being affected by 
environmental problems), the resources required to meet these demands are declining. 
This is true in both the public and private sectors. Note that increased demand suggests 
increased willingness to pay; again, there is little evidence to suggest that consumers 
have begun to make the needed sacrifices to bankroll environmental protection. 

3. It was stressed that environmental degradation must be thought of in a global context. 
My interpretation of this in terms of courses of action, particularly when combined with 
the previous point, is that we must strive to globally allocate scarce resources to be put 
into environmental protection. For example, reduced harvests in PNW/BC are likely to 
be met with increased harvests in other parts of the world (possibly in more 
environmentally sensitive areas, and possibly requiring a greater number of hectares to 
be harvested in substitution) and/or increased use of less environmentally friendly non-
wood alternatives. The result is that the environmental problems are being "exported" to 
somewhere else. 

4. A number of the speakers felt that global environmental problems were not going to be 
solved by technological advances, but rather by reduced consumption. It was pointed 
out that population growth is not slowing fast enough, that per capita consumption is 
increasing, and that per capita production is slowing (for example, per capita production 
of grain dropped last year for the first time since the start of the Green Revolution). 
These speakers believe the answer lies in a change in social attitude, away from a 
consumer-oriented society toward a spiritually or intellectually-oriented society. The 
analogy used was a society which has gone through the growth/learning stage of its life, 
and must now mature. 

5. With the exception of the talk given by Mr. Ramsey, the general feeling expressed at this 
conference is that too little has been accomplished in addressing the concerns and 
complying with the "soft agreements" (Agenda 21) which came out of the Earth Summit. 
As regards to the future, much will depend on what comes out of the UNCSD meetings 
next year, but the consensus expressed at the conference was not optimistic. 

Presentation Highlights 

Opening Remarks. The Honorable Paul Ramsey, Minister of Environment, Lands and Parks, 
noted that BC has shown a good track record since Rio. This has included increasing 
the amount of protected land (moving toward the 12% goal established by the Brundtland 
Commission), moving toward the elimination of pulp mil! effluents, demonstrating 
excellent stewardship standards (reduce, reuse, recycle), reducing garbage output by 
25% (with an ongoing goal of 50%), and the adoption of better forestry practices (the 
FPC). He noted that BC has one of the highest ratings in the world by the WWF. Mr. 
Ramsey also noted, however, the need to integrate environmental and economic 
decision making. Future priorities? Dealing with urban growth in the Fraser Valley and 
"the decline in the BC fisheries looms larger than any other issue. We have a salmon 
crisis." 



Opening remarks were continued by Dr. Robert Falls, Chairman of the Sustainable 
Development Council of the Westcoast Energy Group of Companies. Dr. Falls' primary 

. message was that there must be adequate cost:benefit analysis in environmental 
protection initiatives, noting that the most efficient solution may not be for every industrial 
sector to expend the same effort. 

Economics vs. Ecology—Can We Reconcile them? Charles Mann, contributing editor of The 
Atlantic Monthly, Science, and The New Yorker; author of "Noah's Choice". A very 
interesting talk was presented regarding the similarities and differences of ecologists and 
economists. It was noted that both fields are normative (what we should do, defining 
goals), which is trouble to begin with. A wonderful slide was shown which showed 
ecology and economics on either side of a mirror image. Aligned with the ecologists are 
environmentalists (small grass roots organizations against the big 10), <̂ ovemment 
agencies such as Fish and Wildlife Service, and the media. Aligned with the economists 
are business firms (small companies against the Fortune 500 companies), government 
agencies such as the Department of Commerce, and, once again, the media. 
Somewhere in-between are the "ecology economists" such as Herman Daly, and 
consultants! It's a structure in which conflict remains inevitable. A noted start in dealing 
with this conflict is for one side to recognize the fundamental principals of the other; for 
example, ecologists admitting that environmental protection is expensive; economists 
admitting that some unregulated markets are bad for the environment. "In dialogue with 
economists, ecologists might be able to design conservation strategies that would be 
less vulnerable to frustration". 

The Final Forest, Bill Dietrich, science reporter at the Seattle Times; Pulitzer Prize winner for his 
coverage of the Exxon Valdez oil spill; author of "The Final Passage—the Battle for the 
Last Great Trees of the Pacific Northwest", and "Northwest Passage—The Great 
Columbia River". Reflecting on his many trips around the world, an interesting message 
in this presentation was that "the war in the woods" is a global phenomenon, not one 
unique to BC and the PNW. Bill's major theme was that Homo sapiens' time on earth 
has been minuscule, and that when trying to answer questions like "is 7 million acres of 
land set-aside in the PNW enough? Can sustainable forestry be achieved? etc., WE 
JUST DON'T KNOW! 

Clayoquot Sound: Forestry in the Spotlight, Dr. Fred Bunnell, Professor of Forest Wildlife 
Ecology and Management, UBC; Director of the Centre for Applied Conservation Biology, 
UBC. Dr. Bunnell addressed two main questions, noting that the two are distinct and 
must be addressed separately: 1) how much old growth is enough? and 2) how well do 
we practice forestry? The first wasn't really answered, rather noting that BC is one of the 
few places in the world where one can even ask the question. Sweden, for example, has 
more old growth remnants than any other country in Western Europe, yet they occupy 
less than 2% of its forest area (the average for Westem Europe is 0.2%). It was noted 
that BC has an unusual combination of appreciable old growth trees, an educated public 
and an affluent public—a recipe for continued conflict! No other major forest in the world 
have all three of these ingredients. 

As regards the second question. Dr. Bunnell refen-ed to the study done by the Westland 
Resource Group (A comparative review of the forest practices code of British Columbia 
with fourteen other jurisdictions, Sept. 1995), as well as using the standards "report card" 
employed by the WWF. BC came out with a "B", higher than that awarded by the WWF 
for any European nation. 



How Big Sliould We Be? Bill McKibben, former staff writer for the New Yorker, author of "The 
End of Nature", "The Age of Missing Information", and "Hope, Human and Wild". "The 
five years since the Rio summit have been largely wasted!". This statement pretty well 
sums up this rather depressing, yet thought-provoking talk. It was largely this 
presentation that stimulated audience discussion on whether technolbgy (rather than 
reduced consumption) can be relied on to reduce environmental degradation. Bill's view 
is that increased consumption typically counteracts any technological advances; e.g. in 
the past two decades we've doubled the average gas milage of the cars driven in North 
America (technology), and at the same time more than doubled the number of per capita 
miles driven. It was also noted that emerging economies such as China aggravate the 
situation. "Everyone else in the world could switch to riding bicycles and China's growth 
in cars per capita will totally counteract the global benefit". 

Bill contends that we are too concerned with economic growth, with a "world-view that it 
is more important to protect the economy than the planet". He believes that economists 
have an important role to play here, emphasizing distribution of wealth rather than growth 
in wealth. 

What is the Message for the Future of our Forest Industry? 

As noted from the onset of this report, one of my personal objectives of going to this conference 
was to get a sense of how changing attitudes regarding our environment are likely to influence 
production and consumption patterns in the future. While it was not really a goal of this 
conference to answer this question, it is what the forest industry needs to think about over the 
coming years. 

if there was one underlying theme at this conference, it was that the views of ecologists and 
economists need to be bridged. On the one hand, we have the ecologists which state that, 
technological advances not withstanding, the pressures of continued population growth and per 
capita consumption growth are leading to potentially irreversible environmental damage of our 
planet. On the other hand, we have the economists which state that environmental protection is 
expensive, and that to spend money in one area requires a needed sacrifice in another. 

These two views are not really so far apart in terms of defining the problem, but they do tend to 
diverge in defining the solution. 

As noted, the ecologists answer tends to be to reduce global consumption, to the point of calling 
for a needed "paradigm shift" in the global population's way of thinking. While I can certainly 
identify with this notion, I do not believe that it is realistic to expect a major change in global 
consumption pattems in the short- or even medium-term. Even if we could see such a shift in 
developed countries, it is unlikely that we'll see it in developing countries, now hungry for the 
westem lifestyle that we're advertising through television and other media (and a growing ability 
to pay for it). This does, however, bring up a rather scary conundrum. There simply are not 
enough global resources to have 10 billion inhabitants enjoying the same standard of living that 
we do. 

The economists answer comes largely out of technology's response to scarcity. As population 
and per capita consumption continue to grow, prices of raw resources rise, incentives to find 
new sources of the resource surface, as do incentives to substitute with other (hopefully less 
resource-using) products. Increased wood supply through better harvesting practices and the 
growing numbers of high yield plantations are good examples, as are increases in lumber 



recovery and the growing market share of engineered wood products. 

Regardless of the way in which the "global situation" is looked at, one point cannot be avoided: 
where technology falls short, trade-offs must be met. In other words, utilizing global resources to 
meet one demand will have implications on the ability to meet other demands. Initially these 
trade-offs may be trivial, such as living with fewer Big Macs, but at some point they will become 
more difficult, such as maintaining a wilderness area at the expense of food and shelter. 

The answer to what the future holds in terms of the wood products market, then, largely depends 
on the degree to which technology alleviates scarcity. In predicting a "anthropocentric" versus a 
"biocentric" world view, I stated that the second is not realistic in the near future. Having said 
this, however, we need to see evidence of a higher willingness to pay for resource-saving 
products (including "green" certified solid wood and engineered wood, the production of which 
Canada does enjoy some comparative advantage). In essence, the "true prices" of resources 
need to be discovered, where the environmental costs are "internalized". 

Given growing world resource scarcity, wood products in general and Canadian wood products 
in particular should fare very well. Canada has played a leading role in technological advances 
which serve to stretch global resources, both in the wood resource and in the "environmental 
resource". While our competitive advantage has historically been in our forest resources, it has 
already begun (and must continue) to shift to our human resources (a skilled labour force and 
R&D). Further, if technology fails to bridge the supply/demand gap, prices of all commodities will 
rise to promote conservation. A renewable resource such as wood, with its preferable life-cycle 
properties, will be at a great advantage, as will those countries who know how to manage the 
resource and create needed products in the most efficient way (economically and 
environmentally). The Canadian forest industry must continue to become more market oriented, 
with a growing importance in differentiating our product on its "green" qualities. 

There is one further question to think about amidst all this potential change on the horizon. That 
is, will the Canadian forest industry be able to differentiate its product by quality in the traditional 
sense as well as in an environmental sense? Will there be a market for slowly grown solid wood 
products or will fibre production move to fast growing plantations in the southern hemisphere? 
This is obviously a difficult question to answer, and is merely posed for thought. One possibility 
is that quality in the traditional sense be equated with quality in the environmental sense; it may 
be preferable to mimic mother nature than to rely on intensive forestry practices. Added to this is 
that a 80 year plus forest stand in BC has considerably greater non-timber values than a 25 year 
old plantation in Chile. The other great advantage that we have in Canada as compared to 
much of the southem hemisphere is that there are significantly fewer competing demands on out 
forest lands. Areas that are harvested are not typically converted for agricultural or urban uses. 
This makes parts of Canada potentially unique in its ability to produce quality timber. 
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Objectives 

+ To get a better understanding of the structural changes occurring in Japan's housing 
market, and how this translates into changing wood product import demand. 

•fr To get an up-to-date impression of the US wood product marketing strategies in Japan. 

Introduction 

This 1 !4 day conference, inspired by Ambassador Walter Mondale, was largely in response to 
the recent announcement of the Japanese Government's desire to reduce housing costs by one 
third by the turn of the century. The roster of speakers included many industry and government 
leaders which are familiar with Japanese residential construction, as well as key Japanese 
officials. The emphasis was very much on the export of the "house in a box" and processed 
housing components as opposed to commodity products. "A new era of wood products 
exporting to Japan has emerged", noted one of the speakers, with the proportion of "value-
added" wood products increasing significantly in recent years. 

The conference was very well attended, with nearly 300 representatives from government, 
universities, the wood products industry, wholesalers/brokers, architects, transportation agents 
and financial institutions. 

Overall, I found the event to be very infomnative and encouraging for our industry. If there was 
one take-home message, it was that the Japanese have been living with post-war housing which 
is inconsistent with their present wealth, and that they have a growing desire for "westemized" 
products/lifestyle. While the goal is to lower the cost of housing in Japan, this seems to be 
aimed at Japanese construction and energy inefficiencies combined with increased competition, 
not at the production of low quality housing. All this translates into a continued growth in import 
demand of housing related materials and services, an area in which the Canadian wood 
products industry has, and can continue to hold, considerable competitive advantage. 

Unfortunately, there were no conference proceedings. As there was a lot of valuable 



information presented which characterizes this important marl<et, a selection of key points is 
presented in this report. 

Overview of Deregulation in Japan 

W. Henson Moore, President and CEO, American Forest and Paper Association, Washington, 
DC (presented by Rick Holly, AF&PA in Mr. Moore's absence). 

• Japan is the largest importer of US wood product exports (representing roughly !4 of the 
US's exports) 

• The biggest trade related problems in the past have been tariffs, different cultural habits 
and the Japanese distribution system. However, the US has recently taken Japan off of 
the "watch list" for discriminatory forest product trade practices. This is largely due to 
continued reductions in tariff rates and Japan's switch from prescriptive to performance 
based codes&standards. 

• A 1995 Japan Ministry of Construction survey revealed that Vi of Japanese consumers 
are unhappy with their homes. "The post-war, mass home building of low quality homes 
is not consistent with today's affluence. Deregulation will change the housing situation in 
Japan. There is no better yarclsticl< for ttie quality of life in Japan than the quality of the 
homes". Noted Adam Smith's historical reference to the idea that the wealth of a nation 
is attributed to trade. 

Shoichiro Umeno, Executive Director, Housing Urban Development Corporation, Tokyo. 

• Mr. Umeno focused on the "emergency priority program for reducing housing 
construction cost", being the initiative to reduce costs by 1/3 over the next few years. It 
was noted that the government is responding to the increased demand for higher 
housing standards, and that the adoption of performance based codes is "the most 
important change in this deregulation". 

• Quoting from the document which outlines the priority program: "In order that Japanese 
consumers have a larger selection to choose regarding housing construction, it is 
necessary to create a highly [internationally] competitive housing market". Mr Umeno 
also stressed the need to address the Ministry of Construction's certification of foreign 
building materials and methods under the Building Standard Law, Article 38 (i.e. 
performance of competing species, engineered wood products, and/or imported 
housing). 

• Finally, it is noted in the priority program that the immigration process must be 
accelerated for granting foreign skilled labour participating in the constmction of imported 
housing. As a side note, Canada enjoys a considerable comparative advantage in this 
area for the moment. Canada has a 90 day worker exchange program with Japan, 
whereas many of the US housing exporters I talked to at the conference stated that 
bringing in workers hac been one of their biggest roadblocks for success. 

• A copy of the Japan Ministry of Construction/MITI document describing the priority 
program is attached to this report. It is interesting to note the extent to which this 
initiative intends to encourage non-traditional, imported materials and services. 



Larry Blum, Director, US Foreign Agrlcutural Service, Washington, DC. 

• Mr. Blum talked on the potential opportunities for US exporters as a result of 
degregulation, yet focused on the importance of the detail or processi It was noted that 
the Japanese government plays a much larger role in housing than in the US (such as 
the priority program), and that the US should take advantage of this. With the goal of 
seting up a process which fosters expedient approval of new products/sytems/designs, 
the FAS sees its role as 1) communication with Japan through technical and trade 
committess, and 2) to create cooperative programs with the US industry associations. 

• Refering to the Ministry of Construction's goal of reducing housing prices by one third, 
"your success in meeting this challenge is Japan's success". A win-win situation, 
assuming there are enough savings to be found in more efficient design and use of 
imported materials. 

Overview of the Japanese Housing Market 

Paul Boardman, American Forest & Paper Association, Japan Office. 

• Talking on the history of market segments, the post war government policy to build 
homes in quantity (not quality) was stressed, leaving the present day situation of a lot of 
unhappy homeowners. With a population which is less than half that of the US, yet 
higher annual housing starts, there exists a 1 to 2 year waiting list to build a new home in 
Japan. "Japanese buyers prefer a new house, not used". "Japanese people do not feel 
affluent in their home life. This all translates into a strong demand for quality housing, 
again with the challenge of making it affordable. 

• Five housing types were listed. Of all of them, the 2x4 segment is the fastest growing, 
with roughly 80,000 starts in 1995 and the expectation for over 120,000 starts by the turn 
of the century. 2x4 homes have a good image from from the Kobe earthquake, is liked 
by younger carpenters in Japan (considerably less training as compared to traditional 
building methods), and is noted for its ability to reduce on-site labour costs and longer 
term efficiency cost savings (better insulation, etc.). 

The second segment is the pre-fab, with 225,000 starts in 1995. Growth of this segment 
is noted to be slowing, but also continues to demonstrate a favourable image from its 
performance in the Kobe Earthquake. 

The third segment discussed was imported housing, quoting roughly 11,000 units in 
1995. Although this number seems modest, it is 10 times the number imported in 1993! 
This segment is noted to filling a cost consious demand, selling strong performance 
(seismic, energy saving) to cost ratios. This market has been dominated by Canada and 
the US up to now, but growing competion is being seen from Australia and Scandinavia. 

The fourth segment is the 3-story single and multi-family dwellings, both of which are 
seeing strong growth. Future growth will be directly linked to deregulation, with the 
expectation that such structures will be allowed in Japan's "quasi-fire" zones. 

The fifth segment is Japan's main stay, being post and beam. Although it does represent 



45% of the wood starts in 1995, its dominace has declined (down from nearly 70% of 
wood starts in the early 1970s). Reasons for the decline include a skilled latiour 
shortage (it takes 7 years to appretace as a traditional builder), poor earthquake 
perfomnance, changing lifestyles, and a lack of standardization (higher costs). The post 
and beam industry is, however, fighting back, primarilly through the use of "pre-cutting", 
which is expected to be used in 70% of the post and beam homes built in another two 
years time. Pre-cuts utilize more standard sizes, reduces building costs/time 
considerably, take advantage of new connectors, etc. "The post and beam segment has 
seen a bottoming out in its decline in market share." 

• Several important trends were identified. The first is that there is more consumer 
recognition of function and performance of homes. It was noted that ALL of the above 
market segments promote this today, not just the imported home segment. 

A second trend is that there is more emphasis of quality. The attitude that a house need 
only last a couple of decades is disappearing. 

There is a growing polarization in design-being the westem versus the traditional style. 
In spite of this, however, hybrids between constmction methods are occuring, such as 
post and beam homes with 2x4/panelling. 

There appears to be more transparency in price by Japanese builders, led by a more 
savy and demanding consumer. 

There is a trend in increased technology in design, including more "sophisticated use of 
imported materials". 

• Mr. Boardman identified an incredible hunger for information in Japan, led by the 
confusion surrounding the adoption of performance based codes. There are a growing 
number of imports (products and sources, including systems) and inadequate publication 
of performance stats written in Japanese. The is a need for training seminars, how-to 
manuals, etc. 

• Given the growing sophistication of the Japanese consumer, it was suggested that the 
possibility of retailing in Japan be considered (such as the Home Depot). The advantage 
here would be having the import product assimilated into the main stream. As a final 
comment: "This is a great time for new exporters to enter the Japanese market. The 
distribution system is improving, there is good acceptance of product, and there are 
numerous assitance programs and agencies to support your efforts." 

• * There were a couple of interesting questions posed to Mr. Boardman. The first was his 
view of the threat of steel stud substition in Japan. The answer was definately a 
cautionary note: the steel industry has been working aggressively with the Japanese 
Home Builders Association, steel has Article 38 approval, and is defiantely making 
inroads into the market. Perhaps even more than the NA case, steel substitution will 
have to be watched closely at higher lumber prices. 

The second question was given the growing emhasis on housing quality, how long 
before we can expect reduced annual housing starts in Japan. The answer was that this 
will take a long time to work though the system. "Don't expect starts below 1.1 million 
anytime soon!" [I've seen estimates of a housing start drop of this magnitude in Japan 
anywhere from one to three decades from now.] 



• A note on recent initiatives by the AF&PA in Japan: 

"The AF&PA conducted a series of seminars on multy-family, multi-story wood frame 
construction to ensure that revisions to Japan's Building Standrd Law, made due to US 
pressure, are fully understood by local officials and other who are involved with 
residential construction." 

"AF&PA commissioned a study of how the degregualtion inifiatives have impacted the 
post&beam housing market in Japan. This study will quantify, qualify, and clarify the 
various obstacles to increased exports of US wood products in Japan." 

"AF&PA is working with other US wood associations and the Japanese Association of 
Home Builders to develop standards for a prototype post&beam house that will be a high 
quality, competitive housing system with superior performance." 

"AF&PA is working closely with the American Lumber Standars Committee to request 
formal acceptance of all US lumber grade stamps by the Goveernment of Japan." 

Bruce Lippke, Director, Center for Internafional Trade in Forest Products, Univ. of Washington. 

• Mr. Lippke gave a 10 minute tour through product segment statistics. This was basically 
slide after slide of historical trends in housing and component exports from the US (with 
an obvious emphasis on value added products. I have data/charts on everything that he 
presented fro other sources, and would be happy to provides these on request. The take 
home message of Mr. Lippke's presentation is that all value added exports are 
increasing quite rapidly, yet still represent insignificant shares of the end use in Japan. 

Roger Williams, VP, Mithun Partners, Seattle. Rodger is a design consultant for both residential 
and corporate projects,, including the recent completion of four Eddie Bauer Stores in Japan. 

• Stressed changing demographics and lifestyle choices in Japan, including 
westerinazation, once again reflecting the underlying theme of the Japanese wanting to 
increase the quality of their lives. In terms of housing, this translates into a home that is 
comfortable and stylish. At the same time, however, Mr. Williams stressed the 
importance of value (high benefit to cost) and performance (energy efficiency, seismic) to 
the Japanese consumer. 

• The most important message here is that the modern Japanese home buyer is very open 
to new ideas. This supports the notion of less division between construction styles such 
as post&beam and platfonn frame, moving to a future of hybrids. 

Strategic Issues 

Dick Courtney, VP and Senior Economist, Director for East Asia, Bank of America, San 
Francisco. 

• Dr. Courtney summarized Japan's economic and political environment, noting its 
importance for the 1) timming of entering the Japanese market, 2) risks associated with 
marketing in Japan, and 3) the competitiveness of US wood products in Japan. 



• A large change in conditions have occured between 1992 annd 1995, reflecting the worst 
recession in post-war Japan. Although Dr. Courtney's optimism for short term recovery 
was not high, he did note the following good signs: 1) increased stock market index, 2) 
improved corporate profits, 3) improved exports as a result of the falling Yen, 4) 12.7% 
(annualized) first quarter 1996 GDP growth, 5) increased consumer spending, large 
(27%) increase in government spending. However, second quarter 1996 growth 
expected to be more moderate; also noted was a negative result of a recent business 
confidence survey, comaring today with last May. 

• Dr. Courtney forecasts a real 9% growth in GDP in 1996, slowing to 2.4% in 1997. 
Import growth is expected to continue through 1997 (stressing growing preference for 
western lifestyle products~a common theme at this conference!). Inflation for 1996 is 
expected to average 2/10 of one percent. Japan's current deficit is running at about 5% 
of GDP, being higher than desirable. While housing starts increased 4.5% and 10% for 
the first and second quarter of 1996, respectively. Dr. Courtney expects a 8% decline in 
1997. His reasons for 1996 increases were related to a pent-up demand and 
reconstruction following earthquake dameage. The drop in starts is expected due to 
increased mortgage rates and reduced availability of low interest, government loans (the 
Bank of Japan is expected to hold the discount rate at 0.5% for the rest of 1996. 

Tom Ossinger, President, US Costruction Link, Tacoma (invoved with technology transfere to 
Japan). 

• Mr. Ossinger spoke about housing and materials cost comparisons between the US and 
Japan, noting from the onset that this is "a complex and touchy subject!" It was also 
noted that the data is difficult to get due to the lack of standard accounting, and the 
proprietary nature of the information. 

• The figures given are the ranges over geographic locations, with the upper and lower 
ends still representing averages for those regions; these are sales prices for a 1400 
square foot house: 

US $112,000 to $175,000 in the US -vs- US$280,000 to $467,000 in Japan 

The low end in Japan is 2.5 times the low end in the US 
The high end in Japan is 4.2 times the high end in the US 

The average cost of buying a home in Japan is 7.5 times average annual income, as 
compared to 3 times annual income in the US. 

It is noted that 40 to 70% of the price of the Japanese home is reflected by land costs. 

• A more direct comparison was made with detailed cost data from the construction of 
APA's Japan demostrator. the "Super House" being built in 1991 (three story, multifamily 
complex). The total cost for this project averaged 363,000 Yen per m2, quoted as being 
2.4 fimes the cost of building the same stmcture in the US. 

• The reasons for the higher costs in Japan? 1) Less efficient construction techniques, 2) 
higher material costs (inefficient transportation; multi-tiered costing). 3) higher labour, 4) 
excessive regulations, and 5) a lack of competition in the building industry. 



• It was estimated that it takes 25 person-days of American labour and 40 person-days of 
Japanese labour to frame an identical sized house. When adding in the cost of bringing 
American labour to Japan, it was estimated that the cross-over point is 36 person-days 
(better to train Japanese labour) 

• Key here is Mr. Ossinger's observation that the differences in costs are likely to change, 
led by increased imports of materials and housing (supported by the Ministry of 
Construction initiative). Is a 33% hosusing cost reduction possible? Yes, but not likely in 
three years. All 5 of the points just listed need to be addressed, sumarized by the need 
for Japan to totally open things up for outside competition. 

• It was pointed out, however that low cost imports may not be appropriate, reinforcing the 
need to focus on value, not costs alone. We can be competitive in the Japanese market 
in one of two ways: 1) product/service with the same performance as that which exists in 
Japan but at a lower cost; or 2) product/service which is at the same cost that exists in 
Japan, but with added performance. 

Case Studies: Housing Projects 

Peter Anderson, President, Bay Pacific Construction Inc. 

• Mr. Anderson is involved in a significant housing sub-division project in Japan, where the 
main objective is to demonstrate my how much building costs can come down. An 
interesting slide was shown, roughly reproduced here: 

o ^ 
us Japan Phaae one Phaaa two 

Note the more than double average cost of building a home in Japan as compared to the 
US (using a scale of 1 to 100 for comparison purposes), the degree to which their 
existing project has brough costs down, and the expections for further savings in the next 
stage which will utilize 100 percent imported materials. Phase One was limited to 60% of 
the material being imported, reflecting existing regulations on the manditory use of 
domestic prodduct. 



• Their finished construction costs on Phase One was $108 per square foot, which has 
"met Japan's targeted cost reduction". 

• It should be noted that all of these cost of construction comparisons are less dramatic 
when one considers "purchase price parity", removing the effect of the strong differences 
in the strength of the Japanese Yen as compared to the US dollar. 

Market Strategies 

The most interesting part of this section of the conference was a number of breakout session 
workshops, covering 1) design considerations, 2) residential construction technology in Japan, 
and 3) materials and distribution. A few of the key points which surfaced from the construction 
technology session that I attended are included here. The panel members were: Jim Birdsong, 
VP of International Affairs, NAHB; Dwight Hikel, Shelter Systems Limited, MD; Joe Honic, 
GMA/lntemational, AZ; Mark Anderson, Bay Pacific Construction Inc., WA; and Ron Nyberg, 
Miles Homes, MN. These points generally relate to the nature of housing exports to Japan. 

ir Housing exports are not necessarily profitable in the short run, due to the high 
overhead involved in training Japanese workers. 

• This market requires a major commitment of time and money (what Ambassador 
Mondale called the 4 p's in his dinner address: product, price, patience, persistence, 
and pocket). 

• Importance of determining product liability. 
• The need to understand cultural differences (market research). 
• Understand that things don't happen quickly in Japan. The Japanese don't want to do 

business with you until you have built up a relationship. 
• Japan has a cumbersome distribution system that is difficult to overcome. 
• The exists a bad reputation of some exporters "selling-and-running". 
ir Housing import market becoming increasingly competitive. 
ir The is a need to have good projects from the on-set, and as profitable as possible. 

(Conflicting with the first bullet, this panellist is referring to the danger of "spoiling" the 
market by offering lost leaders). 

• Japanese builders and other tradesmen are working with unrealistic margins (25-30% 
after all costs, as compared to 10-12% for the US), which in tum makes the product 
unattractive. 

• There exists a lot of over design in Japan from a wood use point of view, "stmctural 
plans are often not trusted in Japan, with the builders adding material ad hoc". 

ir Find out what the Japanese client is looking for. Communication is critical. Need the 
involvement of the design community that is used to working in Japan. 

ir Ironically, the use of computers in Japan is low. This can create a problem with CAD 
applications, etc. 

ir Japanese buyers are very brand oriented; e.g. buying Anderson Windows without 
researching cost/benefits as compared to alternatives. 

• There appears to be a niche forming for the importation of packaged post & beam 
homes. [Note: the AFPA is looking at this, particularly from the point of view of 
standardized structural components/connectors]. 
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Chris Gaston 

Objectives 

•fr To get RISI's opinions on the impoilant question posed by the theme of this year's 
conference, particularly for North American panel production. 

+ To have the opportunity to converse with RISI researchers one on one. 

A Note About RISI 

For those of you that are not all that familiar with this research organization, RISI is a 
Massachusetts based economics/market research organization which has become world 
renowned for their forecasting expertise in wood and pulp & paper products. As Forintek is a 
member/client, we receive monthly commentaries on general macro-economic conditions 
(stressing the North American housing market), as well as individual summaries for lumber, 
structural panels, and particleboard/MDF. We also receive very comprehensive wood product 
reviews and an annual yearbook. As this literature is rather extensive, and time consuming to 
keep up with, please feel free to contact me at any time for a brief synopsis of specific market 
outlooks (604-222-6722). As I also speak to the researchers quite regularly, I would be pleased 
to obtain specific information on your behalf 

I am planning to organize a one to two day seminar early in the new year for Forintek and our 
members, with a focus on market opportunities for Canadian forest products. The seminar will 
include a host of RISI's senior analysts as speakers, in addition to speakers from our industry. 

Introduction 

This year's annual RISI conference was reportedly the best attended ever, with over 300 
delegates representing primary and secondary wood/pulp producers, industry associations, 
government, private consultants, and a wide array of individuals from the investment community. 
This enthusiastic attendance certainly reflects the timeliness of the conference theme. 

A full set of speaker overheads is available in a proceedings binder, a copy of which is available 



in each of the westem and eastem Forintek libraries. These overheads largely detail comments 
made below, and is an excellent reference for statistical supply and demand trends in our 
markets. Finally, this report does not highlight any of the pulp & paper forecasts, largely as RISI 
covers specific products in breakout sessions. Again, please refer to the conference 
proceedings if you have an interest in these markets. 

Summary: Will Demand Come to the Rescue? 

The two year forecast answer to this question is a resounding "no" for lumber and panels, and a 
strong "maybe" for pulp & paper. This is not so much that the demand will not be good for most 
wood products, simply that supply expansion will outstrip any growth in demand. 

In the case of wood products, demand is not expected to be strong in spite of expectations for a 
strong US and Asian economy. As these markets are housing start driven, interest rates are an 
overriding factor, and the expectations are for higher rates. Asia is a bright spot for demand 
increases, but this will not be adequate to offset a "fair to poor" outlook by RISI. 

On a more optimistic note, it is reminded ttiat ttiese are two year outlool<s. RISI's longer term 
forecast (1999/2000) is for higher prices and profitability for lumber and panels, as interest rates 
again decline and supply growth begins to stabilize. 

The outlook for pulp & paper is called "fair" by RISI, noting that the rebound in North American 
demand is not going to be strong over the next two years. They are, however, looking for 
improved demand in Europe. Note that unlike wood products which are tied to housing starts 
and, therefore, interest rates, pulp & paper is more tied to the economy, meaning that demand 
will go further in coming to the rescue. This will, of course lead to better news for fibre suppliers 
as well (chips, pulplogs and recycled furnish). 

World Economy: Prospects for Growth 

It is reasoned that if demand is going to save the day in the longer term, it is going to have to 
come out of a strong economy. Looking at the US, it is pointed out that personal debt is not 
overly burdensome for fuelling growth, but the fact that the US is virtually at full employment is (it 
is difficult to see greater than 2% annual economic growth if there isn't a labour pool from which 
to draw). There is room for further growth in industrial capacity (which has been growing 4% per 
year) and, just as importantly, productivity growth. Overall, the prospect for economic growth in 
the US is good. 

It is also pointed out that the US government is "witnessing a structural change". Primarily, US 
govemment spending is expected to drop from present levels of over 8% of GDP down to 
roughly 6.5% by the turn of the century. This slow down in govemment spending is expected to 
be accompanied by a decrease in consumer spending, both of which will fuel investment (the US 
population is aging, with corresponding increases in saving). This decrease in 
spending/increase in investment will lead to net exports (as a percentage of GDP) by the turn of 
the century. This trend is accompanied by fairly stable manufacturing labour costs as compared 
to either Japan or Germany. Japan in particular has seen a rapid growth in the US dollar 
equivalent of labour costs, which leads to trade of manufactured products from the US. This has 
been, of course, largely exchange rate driven. 

In looking at the growth in exports (or the potential for growth in non-US economies), it is noted 



that it is not the countries with the highest GDP (such as the US, Japan and Europe) that are 
experiencing the highest GDP growth per year, nor those which have the highest potential for 
future growth. In fact, Asia in general, and China specifically, show much higher growth (GDP 
growth in the US was a little over 2% per year from 1992 to 1996, compared to China at almost 
12% per year). For Europe generally, and Germany in particular, it is noted that the prospects 
for economic growth over the next few years is bleak. The main reason, in RISI's opinion, is that 
they are being to slow in lowering interest rates. It is felt Japan's economy, on the other hand, is 
"on its way back". This is a theme that surfaces many times in this conference. Asia (not just 
Japan) is the potential "jewel" of wood product demand growth over the coming years. 

RISI expects the US dollar to strengthen against Euro-currencies, and "probably" relative to the 
Canadian dollar (a move to 70 cents; this would, of course, be great news for our industry). It is 
noted that the Canadian economy is still not growing because it is "starving" from the fiscal side 
(fighting deficit with major spending cutbacks, and 10% unemployment), without adequate 
loosening on the monetary side. The word "probably" is emphasized due to Canada's unrealized 
potential. Their upside prediction of the exchange rate (given purchase power parity) is 80 
cents! 

Wood Products in Transition 

The major transitions discussed were: 1) the move from large, high cost timber to small, low cost 
timber/fibre; and 2) the move from "traditional" wood products (timbers, wide dimension lumber, 
and plywood) to engineered wood products (glulam, I-beams, finger-joint, MDF, OSB, etc.). The 
cause of these transitions were stated to be changes in the nature of global fibre supply 
(changing availability and quality, and policy/trade considerations such as the trade sanctions on 
US lumber imports from Canada), and technology. It was also pointed out that most of these 
transitions have been evolutionary, but can be revolutionary at times (such as immediate 
increase in costs associated with public land withdrawals; a new technology). 

While the west now has the highest wood costs in the US, the costs in the south have also gone 
up dramatically. In fact, comparative advantage gained from an access to low cost wood 
growlingly favours small dimension lumber production (especially eastern Canada) and 
engineered products such as particleboard and OSB. As a result, production of high grade and 
large dimension lumber, as well as plywood, can be expected to fall markedly over the coming 
years. (It is noted, for example, that the cost of producing OSB is almost half that of plywood; as 
a second example, the variable cost of producing wood I-beams continues to fall, while the cost 
of producing large dimension lumber continues to rise.) This suggests that supply of "quality" 
product/timber, especially in the west, has become very price inelastic; in other words, as prices 
improve for products, there are negligible increases in the quantity supplied. Growth in the 
production of small diameter lumber (again, primarily from Eastern Canada), particleboard, OSB 
have been dramatic (to a lessor extent, MDF), and expected to continue. Wood I-beam 
production, for example, is expected to move to 35% of the combined production of I-beams and 
wide dimension lumber over the next two years (it's roughly 25% today). 

This suggests that the market demand is turning more price sensitive (more elastic), with a 
ready willingness to substitute traditional solid wood products with engineered products and/or 
new sources of inexpensive small diameter wood. When combined with the relatively lackluster 
demand over the next couple of years (reported elsewhere) this translates into a short-nin 
forecast of low product prices and profits. 



THE PROMISE OF ASIA? 

As a general point of interest, Asia has 55% of the globe's population, substantial wealth, and is 
showing the greatest existing, and potential for, economic growth. The following few talks 
investigate this largely undocumented market for wood products. 

Wood Products In Asia: Reconstituted vs. Traditional 

The opening message here is that the supply-side adjustments (the move toward smaller, lower 
quality logs and the move to engineered wood alternatives) effect the Asian markets as well as 
the North American markets. Reductions in the availability of domestic supplies has lead to 
increases in the Asian imports of first logs, then lumber, panel and other further processed 
products. 

There is, however, growing production of further processed products in Asia as well. For 
example, the Asian capacity for producing MDF is expected to grow 58% from 1995 to 1997. By 
the turn of the century, Asia's MDF capacity is expected to be higher than Europe's (Europe was 
the largest MDF producer in 1995, with a 40% share, followed by Asia at 32% share, and North 
America at 17%). Globally, MDF capacity is expected to expand by nearly 50% between 1995 
and 1997. 

Asia is also a significant producer of particleboard. The largest global particleboard producer is 
Europe, with 63% of capacity in 1995, followed by North America at 16% and Asia at 13%. In 
the case of OSB, while the vast majority of the capacity is in North America, European capacity 
is growing fast, and Asia is predicted to follow. 

In spite of this growth in domestic production, imports have been on the increase for many 
products. Asia has been a net importer of lumber since the mid-1980s, with the ratio of 
consumption to production being approximately 1.15 in 1994. While Asia remains a net exporter 
of plywood, they are net importers of particleboard, and more noticeably, fibreboard. In terms of 
future demand prospects over the next few years, Japan will remain the key, noting the 
expectation of lower housing starts, dropping to around 1.3 million by 1998 (1.6 million this year). 
China is growing in importance, especially for particleboard and MDF. Other Asian countries are 
expected to show strong growth in demand, keeping in mind that they are starting from a small 
base. This translates into a turn-of-the-century forecast of roughly 18 million m3 of net imports 
of lumber (all Asia), 1 million m3 net imports of plywood, 2.5 million m3 net imports of 
particleboard/OSB, 1.5 million m3 net imports of fibreboard. While these numbers are not 
staggering, it does show that their demand growth will be fast enough to boost even lumber and 
plywood. However, excess capacity for MDF and OSB is expected through the turn of the 
century. 

Asian Wood Fibre Markets 

The net imports of industrial wood fibre into Asia has grown consistently since the 1970s, with a 
1994 value of 75 million m3. Wood fibre consumption is dominated by Japan and China, while 
imports are dominated by Japan (92% of all Asian imports). Domestic production has been 
rising in most Asian countries (continued exploitation of native resource and gradually replaced 
with fast growing plantations), except Japan (strong Ysn/high costs). The largest area of Asian 
plantations is in China, with 34 million hectares, followed by India at 22 million hectares, and 
Japan at 10 million hectares, all in 1995. The total for all of Asia is 74 million hectares, expected 
to rise to 115 million hectares by 2010. Total industrial roundwood production is reported to be 



234 million m3 in 1994, of which 42% came from China, 11 % from India, 11 % from Japan, 16% 
from Indonesia, and 15% from Malaysia (with the balance being produced in primarily Vietnam, 
Cambodia, Myanmar, Laos, and Thailand). 

It is expected that growth in consumption will continue to outpace production for wood fibre, and 
that imports will continue to shift from raw fibre (logs and chips) to finished products. It should 
be cautioned, however, that much of the plantation volumes which are largely used for fuelwood 
have the potential to greatly increase volumes of engineered products. 

European Wood Fibre Markets 

The European Political Economy. The European economy is dominated by four countries: 
Germany, with 24% of the total, France with 17%, Italy with 16% and the UK with 14%. The 
main message given about the economy is that "something is structurally going on in Europe", 
noting that the normal business cycle is not being evidenced. Unemployment continues to rise 
(averaging 11% in 1995), and this in spite of strong GDP growth in the past couple of years. 
However, the German yield curve (long term interest rates relative to short term rates) has been 
staying up around 3.0, noting as being a positive sign for the future. "Monetary easing is the key 
to recovery in Europe; they must keep their interest .ates low!" (In spite of a decline in REAL 
interest rates in Germany from 6.5% in 1991 to present levels of just under 2%, it is RISI's 
opinion that this is not low enough or fast enough; real interest rates should be near zero to 
trigger economic recovery.) The prediction if for only modest GDP growth in Europe, of between 
1 % and 3% per annum to the year 2000. The US dollar is expected to rise against both the 
French franc and the German mark to mid- 1998, and against the British pound and Italian lira to 
mid-1997. Inflation is expected to remain low in Europe, at 2 to 3%, yet consumption as a 
percent of GDP is expected to fall slightly, and at levels which are about 10% lower than the US 
(in 1996, this is expected to average a little over 59% in Europe compared to 69% in the US). 

European Restructuring: Sawnwood and Panels. The take-home message here is that while 
European's apparent consumption of solid wood products has been steadily increasing (roughly 
60 million m3 in 1960 compared to over 100 million m3 in the 1990s), the import share has 
declined (i.e., growing self-sufficiency). This has been particularly noticeable from 1989 on, 
where the import share dropped from 16% to less than 8% today. Total consumption (domestic 
plus imports) of softwood lumber in 1994 was roughly 65 million m3, plus 12 million m3 of 
hardwood lumber, and 32 million m3 of panel products. Growth in panel product consumption 
has been the most dramatic, with total consumption being only 6 million m3 in the early 1960s. 
Forecast consumption for the year 2001 is 68.5 million m3 for softwood lumber, 12 million m3 for 
hardwood lumber, and 35.9 million m3 for wood panels. This represents a modest growth in 
consumption of 6.4% from 1994 levels. While Germany represented a bright spot through the 
growth of their housing starts over the past several years, this reflects unification, and is not 
expected to last. 

The rise in domestic production is considered to be "sustainable"; i.e. fibre supply is not 
considered to be a limiting factor for the capacity expansion seen in Europe. 

To sum, rising European domestic production (growing self-sufficiency) is expected to be met 
with relatively flat European demand, which will continue to force their wood products onto the 
world market. 



RISI's Two Year Outlooks 

This section of the conference is identical in format from one year to the next. It has delivered 
through individual break-out sessions, splitting the audience into those interested in wood 
products versus pulp & paper products. As mentioned in the introduction, while this report is 
limited to wood products, details on pulp & paper forecasts can be found in the full conference 
proceedings. 

Macroeconomic Outlook. Following the normal economic cycle, RISI is expecting a mild US 
recession in 1999, with real GDP growth softening from 1997's expected growth of 3% over 
1996, to a growth of 2.8% into 1998, and only a 0.6% growth into 1999. Housing starts are 
expected to be 1.48 million in 1996, then 1.36, 1.16, and 1.15 million in 1997, 1998, and 1999, 
respectively. The US trade deficit is expected to drop from $108 billion in 1996 to $35 billion in 
1999, reflecting greater saving/reduced consumption/greater exports. Consumer prices 
(inflation) are expected to be stable, and the prime rate is expected to be 8.2, 8.9, 9.2, and 7.1 
percent for 1996 to 1999, respectively. Government spending as a share of GDP is expected to 
continue dropping to 1999 (due to continued drops in defence spending). 

Timber. In spite of historically strong lumber prices, timber/wood fibre values have been 
lackluster in the US for 1996. The reason for this include low pulp prices (with has driven down 
residual chip revenues), low OSB and plywood prices, a stabilization or even the slight 
turnaround in the availability of public timber, and growing offshore competition (both against US 
exports and in the domestic market). On the up side for timber, a recovery in pulpwood/chip 
prices is expected in 1997/98 due to improved global pulp markets and increased fibre demand 
for OSB production growth. In spite of this, however, sawtimber prices are expected to remain 
depressed over the next two years. Contributing to this is a weaker expected demand for both 
lumber and plywood (lower US housing starts) and more wood-efficient processing technology. 
Fortunately, this is not expected to last. The RISI outlook for sawtimber improves by the end of 
the decade, lead by the next up-swing in the economic cycle, increased housing starts, 
continued positive effects (for the US producer) of the quota on Canadian lumber imports, 
reduced private timber supplies in the West inland and South (over cutting in the latter), and 
expectations for lower timber sales in the US West and BC. 

In terms of softwood log exports to the US, it is interesting to note that the US share has 
dropped from an average of 58% from 1986-1990 down to an estimated share of 43% in 1996. 
Against this decline, shares increased for both Russia (29% to 38%) and Chile/N.Z. (5% to 
15%). 

Lumber. Lumber consumption is expected to fall in each of the next two years, both in 
residential and in the R&R mari<et. Aside from lower starts, it is noted that the US softwood 
lumber use factor (board feet of lumber used per square feet of house) has been declining since 
the 1988 high of 7.7 bf/sq. ft. This is a result of higher prices and price volatility. It is also 
interesting to note that the R&R market is gaining in importance. While softwood lumber 
consumption in the US residential market dropped 2% from 1987 to 1996, it rose 21% over this 
same period for the R&R mari<et. Softwood lumber consumption also dropped in the non-
residential and industrial market segments. 

While softwood lumber exports are expected to increase over the next two years, this increase is 
not expected to keep up with Canada; the US share of North American offshore exports in 1996 
is expected to be 32% (down from over 40% in the late 1980s) and move down to 25% by 1998. 
This expected reduction is largely due to the quota on Canadian imports (diverting Canadian 
product to offshore markets). Total US/Canada offshore exports are expected to lise to 5.33 bbf 



in 1998, compared to present levels of 4.65 bbf. 

There was considerable US/Canada softwood agreement content in the lumber presentation, 
centred largely around the "pitfalls of managed trade". In short, it is believed by RISI that the 
objectives of the deal will not be met (improving the situation for US producers) especially due to 
RISI's expectations ofhigfier uncertainty and pn'ce volatility as a direct result of the quota. 
Further, it is believed that market dynamics will moderate any impacts over time (e.g. vertical 
investments such as the production of wood I-beams will increase in Canada and decrease in 
the US). Finally, it is noted that the advantages of higher prices of lumber in the US will be 
mitigated by reduced demand and by higher timber prices (with negative spinoff for plywood 
producers as well). 

The reason for the expectation of higher price volatility as a result of the quota is that it creates a 
steeper cost curve (supply curve). Interestingly though, even with the quota, Canadian 
producers east of the Rockies remain the lowest cost producers, unless shipments exceed 
quota (but even then, only the US West inland has lower variable costs). BC and US West 
coast are at the high end, but BC is still lower than the US West coast unless quota levels are 
exceeded. (This is, of course, lumping BC coast and interior into one.) 

North American softwood lumber capacity is expected to rise over the next two years. US 
demand for softwood lumber is expect to be met by 66% US production compared to 63% in 
1995 (primarily with increases in the US West coast), 33% fomn Canada compared to 36% in 
1995 (with an increase in imports from East of Rockies, and a greater than offsetting decrease 
from BC), and imports from other countries at 1 %. Note that this is contrary to the Canadian 
governments provincial quota allocations. 

The North American demand to capacity ration, which peaked in 1994 at roughly 93%, and 
dropped to 90% in 1996, is expected to drop further to roughly 82% by 1998. 

The RISI softwood lumber price index (1995=1.0) had a nominal peak in 1994 at just under 1.2, 
is expected to be just lower this year, move down to about 1.1 in 1997 and then to roughly 0.9 in 
1998. 

Panels. For panel products in general, 1996 showed very strong demand due to high housing 
starts, increased panel use per square foot of house, and good demand in other end-use 
maricets; with the exception of plywood, in fact, demand will be at record levels. Thanks to the 
fast growing supply, however, prices/profitability have dropped since 1994/95. The outlook for 
1997/98 is not positive, with lower demand due to declining housing starts, continued capacity 
expansion through 1998, and panel prices that are expected to drop to industry average variable 
cost levels (i.e. likely closures of less cost competitive mills). While North American plywood 
capacity is expected to drop by 16% between 1995 and the tum of the century, OSB capacity is 
expected to increase 68% over this period, for a net increase (ply and OSB) of 14%. The 
situation is summarized with the expectation for declining demand to capacity ratios over the 
next two years. Peaking in 1994 at roughly 95%, and a 1996 value of roughly 92%, this ratio is 
expected to drop a further 2% in each of the next two years. 

As a side note on plywood versus OSB, interesting comparisons in the total variable costs of 
production were given (1995, $US/msf, 3/8 basis): ply, US West 222; ply, US South 178; ply, 
Canada 189; OSB, US North-central 101; OSB, US South 108; OSB, Canada 85. Interestingly 
though, the ratio of North Amencan plywood to OSB costs peaked in 1995 at a little more than 
2.0 and is expected to drop to under 1.7 by 1999. 



The US imports of OSB from Canada have risen steadily since 1991 to date, rising from roughly 
1 bsf to almost 4 bsf. US imports are expected to approach 5 bsf by 1998. 

The US North-central OSB "profitability index" (price to cost ratio) peaked in 1994 at nearly 2.5, 
stands at approximately 1.7 today, and is forecast to decline to almost 1.1 in'1998. This 
compares to SYP plywood values of 1.45,1.15, and 1.1, respectively. 

Turning to MDF, it is noted that demand has also been excellent, with growing use per housing 
start (sq. ft./sq. ft.), or an overall growth in the North American demand from less than .7 bsf (3/4 
inch) in 1985 to nearly 1.4 bsf today. RISI forecasted demand for 1998 is over 1.7 bsf Further, 
North American MDF exports offshore are expected to nearly triple over the next two years. 

Against this increase in demand, RISI's forecast for MDF capacity expansion through the turn of 
the century is again aggressive, with a 30% increase in the US, a 337% increase in Canada, or 
a net increase of 69% (from 1.51 bsf, 3/4 inch basis in 1995 to 2.55 bsf in 2000). The resulting 
demand to capacity ratio, peaking in 1994 at over 96%, stands at roughly 80% today and 
forecast to drop to under 75% by 1998. The MDF price to variable cost ratio is expected to 
continue its drop, peaking in 1994/95 at over 1.5, working its way down to 1.1 by 1998. The 
good news is that RISI forecasts recovery from year 2000 onward, with continued increases in 
demand, a slow down in supply growth, and resulting increases in prices/profitability. 

In the case of particleboard, demand has been rather stagnant in recent years, and is expected 
to remain so through to 1999, keeping downward pressure on prices/profits. This has been 
partially due to competitive pressure from MDF (although one would have to see a continued 
narrowing of their relative prices to actually see substitution; the ratio of particleboard to MDF 
prices in the US South has increased from roughly 0.6 in 1991 to almost 0.8 this year). In terms 
of supply North American capacity has been fairiy stable, although there has been a strong 
growth in the exports of particleboard from Canada to the US (roughly 0.1 bsf, 3/4 inch, in 1989 
compared to over 0.6 bsf expected in 1998). The demand to capacity ratio for North America, 
again peaking in 1994, at roughly 95%, stands at roughly 90% today and is not expected to fall 
much by more than 1 % by 1998. Particleboard's price to variable cost ratio is today roughly 1.9 
in Canada, and expected to fall to a little under 1.6 by 1998. 

Finally, the case of hardboard is similar in terms of an outlook for lower prices over the coming 
two years. This is due to declining consumption, primarily due to increased competition from 
MDF and cement fibreboard. A bright spot, however, has been strong growths in offshore 
exports. The US demand to capacity ratio peaked this year at roughly 96%, and is expected to 
drop toward 85% over the next two years. Again, a strong turnaround in prices and profitability is 
expected by the year 2000. 
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Seattle, Washington 
December 2 and 3, 1996 

Chris Gaston 

Objectives 

•fr To get an update on the state of timber supply serving the Pacific Rim, with an emphasis on 
emerging plantations and Russia.. 

•fr To asses the value of the Gruenfeld conferences as an information source, and to network with the 
organization. 

Introduction 

Overall, this rather poorly attended conference was a bit of a disappointment. Mr. Gruenfeld, who has an 
exemplary reputation as a Pacific Rim forest product market consultant, conference organizer and former 
publisher/author of the Pacific Rim Wood Market Report, did not live up to personal expectations. 

In fairness to Mr. Gruenfeld, however, one of the key speakers had to cancel, being Mr. Eduardo Morales, 
Deputy Director Forestry, Fundacion, Santiago, Chile. Speakers that were in attendance included: Dr. 
Olga Krankina, visiting Russian forester at Oregon State; Bob Dick, Nordiwest Forestry Association, WA; 
David Ford, President, Independent Forest Products Association, OR; Bill Pickell, General Manager 
Contract Loggers Association, WA; Scott Davidson, Manager, International Log Marketing, 
Weyerhaeuser, WA; Jerry Haver, Manager, Log Sales and Marketing, Plum Creek Timber Co., WA; Bob 
Rice, VP Citifor Inc., WA; and Bob Flyn, Robert Flyn and Associates, WA. 

Presentation Highlights 

• Chile. There has been a noticeable trend away from the production/export of commodity logs and 
lumber to more finished products, particularly mouldings. Evidently, Chile now "sets the market 
in Radiata pine for clear mouldings" in the US, displacing New Zealand product. Words like 
"sophisticated market plan", "savvy", "professional", and "forward thinking" were used to 
describe the marketing efforts of the Chilean forest products industry. Radiata pine is primarily 
grown for solid wood applications, whereas Eucalyptus is primarily grown for pulp, ft is believed 



that the fibre base is more than sustainable. The only real negative that came out of the 
presentations on Radiata pine supply from Chile is that the product still has dimensional stability 
problems, due largely to its fast growth. Research in drying was identified as a possible solution, 
as was finger-jointing. 

Russia. It was noted that 75% of the resource is in the East, Including Siberia and the Russian Far 
East. Three specific regions were identified as having timber supply potential, at least for the short 
run: 1) Kamchatka with a total land area of 15.5 million ha., and 2.4 million ha available for 
harvest; 2) Sakhalin/Primorskii Kray, with 22.5 million ha. of land and 10.8 million ha. available 
for harvest; 3) Buryat Republic, with a 32 million ha. land base and 6.8 million ha. available for 
harvest (lOO's of km. transport necessary-this is in the heart of Siberia). All regions except 
Kamchatka (largely birch) are dominated by softwoods (spruce, Siberian pine, and larch). Density 
is similar across all regions, at roughly 200 m3/ha. for soft and 125 mS/ha hardwoods. The timber 
harvest in 1996 was almost that of the 1980's annual harvest, going fi-om roughly 350 million 
m3 annual cut to 175 million m3. 

Problems in fiiture availability of wood products from Russia include; manufacturing facilities are 
concentrated in Westem Russia while the timber resource is largely in the east; while there is 
"planned construction for 9 million km of new forest roads, it is recognized that it will be difficult 
to attract the needed capital (with an estimated road construction cost exceeding $10,000 per km); 
privatization of the forest industry is progressing very slowly; political instability (note that 
roughly 65 million ha. of forest land is under government controlled tenures); roughly 1/3 of 
Russia's forest land has no fire or insect control. 

It is felt that at present, 100 million m3 is a realistic annual cut in the short ran (and sustainable). 
This is basically the amount of their present domestic consumption. To sum, it is felt that in the 
short ran added timber production is not likely, but thait there remains optimism for the future 
based on the potential if problems can be overcome. 

[Personal Note: Dr. Krankina wrote a fairly comprehensive article which describes the forest 
resource of the Russian Far East in the Forest Products Journal, 1995, 45(10):44-50] 

Korea. US shipments of logs to Korea peaked in 1989 at 750 MMBF, falling to roughly 200 
MMBF in recent years. The average growth in wood product demand in Korea over the past 20 
years has been 7%/yr, attributed largely to a growing economy. While Koreans haven't 
historically built wooden housing structures, platform-frame starts (2x4) has been growing in 
recent years. Imports make up 90% of their wood demand. Radiata pine holds the largest market 
share today, largely replacing imports of hemlock. Over 60% of the imports are used in 
constraction, largely for concrete forms. Korea represents one of the most important markets for 
New Zealand, which in 1995 saw shipments of Radiata pine that were 2 times that to Japan. 
Finally, the number of sawmills in Korea peaked in 1989 at roughly 1700, with a declining volume 
of imported logs since. Most of the future growth is stated as being in finished products. 

Japan. In a sentence, the Japanese wood products market was characterized by growing change 
and uncertainty; Japan is now recovering from the worst recession since the war. There is 
growing uncertainty from a fluctuation Yen/US dollar; for Japan, the exchange rate change caused 
a 30% increase in their import costs in less than one year! The disfribution system in Japan is 
considered growingly inadequate. There is a government initiative to cut the cost of home 
building in Japan by 1/3. There is an on-going trend away from log imports to lumber and other 
further manufactures wood products. Logging costs in Japan are increasing. There are reduced 
log exports from the US due to resfrictions and a reduced land base in the PNW. The average age 



of the Japanese home builder is increasing. New sources of supply are finding their way to Japan, 
with the most dramatic increase in the 1990s being Scandinavia, in spite of the 45 day shipment 
time! R&R has historically been low in Japan but expected to grow. There is a growth in the pre-
cut volume used in post and beam starts ("cuts construction time in Vi). Housing starts topped 1.6 
million in 1996, but are expected to average something closer to 1.35 million through to 2005. 2x4 
starts are expected to average roughly 200,000 from the year 2000 to 2005. The demand for 
fiirther "value-added" wood products, including manufactured homes, is expected to increase 
dramatically over the next 5-10 years. The closing message? Quality will remain very important! 

China. The summary description of the Chinese market for North American wood products was 
"cautious optimism". China was termed "pro-business" yet "weary of markets". China has "more 
economic freedom, economic growth, and political loosening", yet continued trade barriers. 

China has enjoyed the strongest economic growth in the past two decades, and a goal of continued 
steady growth and low inflation. However, China also has 370,000 plus state-owned companies 
with a combined debt of over $600 billion US. Foreign investment is falling and export volumes 
are falling (however, China still has a large trade surplus). China is the 3ed largest buyer of US T-
bills. "China is an economic superpower in the making. They have the potential to be the 
strongest and largest economy in the world by the year 2001". Having said this, however, it was 
noted that "new information suggests that this may not happen until twenty years later". In fact 
China's economy today is only about 10% of the US's economy, and the optimism on the extent of 
China's economic growth is considerably lower today than it was even a few years ago. 

China only harvests about 60 to 70 million m3 per year, with the stated objective of doubling this 
over time through Eucalyptus plantations.- From the solid wood side, China has a strong demand 
for the fiimiture industry and a weak demand for housing (China's biggest consumption of wood is 
for fuel!). Their imports of logs are largely low-grade; with China's low production/labour costs, 
there are low domestic prices for imports to compete with. Any optimism in the future of this 
market stems from the belief that growing affluence may increase higher end wood product 
demand. 

Brazil/Argentina. Brazil holds 2/3 of all the native forest in Latin America. In terms of softwood 
plantations, Brazil is again the largest with 1.5 million ha., followed by Chile at 1.4 million ha., 
Venezuela at .55 million ha. and Argentina at .3 million ha. In hardwood plantations, Brazil 
dominates with 2.3 million ha. The hardwood product is used primarily for charcoal production, 
followed by pulp. 

Brazil harvests roughly 25 million m3 of softwood annually and another 32 million m3 of 
hardwoods. Their delivered costs are note to be lower than Chile's, and their inflation is 
stabilizing (13% in 1996). Noting that Brazil is often forgotten about in terms of its importance 
(perhaps more as a future market?), Brazil has the largest economy in Latin America, the 6th 
largest population in the world, and an impressive growth rate in foreign investment in their 
country. In terms of their exports, the vast majority is pulpwood. 

Argentina has a modest harvest by comparison, at roughly 5 million m3 per year. Their resource is 
considerably greater, but unaccessible economically(they are the high cost producer of Latin 
America). Chile is a large investor in Argentina, including plantations, particleboard/MDF plants 
and for chip export. 





Trip Report 

What is the Future of the BC Forest Industry? 

Fraser Institute Conference 

Vancouver, B.C. 
December 13, 1996 

Howard Gribble and Chris Gaston 

Objective 

* To get a better appreciation of the views on the on-going debate over public policy versus 
market-based solutions to the problems facing today's forest industry. 

In their description of the purpose of this one-day conference, the Fraser Institute writes: 

B.C. Forest Industry faces an unprecedented number of new policy initiatives including 
CORE Regional Land Use Plans, the Protected Area Strategy, The Forest Practices 
Code, and the establishment of Forest Renewal BC. 

These initiatives attempt to address conflicts over land use and concern about the 
environment. They have, however, created uncertainty about tenure and timber supply, 
increased operating costs, and discouraged investment. The environmental benefits of 
these policies have not been quantified and accommodating them will have serious 
impacts on BC's most important industry. The annual allowable cut will be substantially 
reduced, operating costs will continue to increase and investment will decline. Yet the 
government expects iruiustry to keep producing new jobs. 

In this rather sobering conference, a list of distinguished speakers spoke their minds on the state of BC 
forestry today, and what should be done to move toward a heaUhy fiiture. 

Presentation Highlights 

Bob Sitter, President & CEO, International Forest Products Ltd. 
Although the long term looks promising, the industry is struggling with short term survival. 

The government's Forest Practices Code/CORE/Forest Renewal BC is "visionary" and 
"defendable", but falls down when it comes to their implementation. These initiatives must be 
refined and streamlined. It is too process oriented. Rather, it should be more performance based. 



There has been a $900 million/year increase in stumpage/royalties/logging costs on the coast since 
the introduction of these initiatives (Mike MacCallum, Price Waterhouse, estimates this increase to 
be over $1 billion in the BC Interior). 

To win back the confidence of investors, the B.C. industry must set a target of profitability from 
efficient operations in 1998 and 1999. 

Partnerships between industry, govemment and labour should be encouraged. 

Fix stumpage, fix "strangulation by regulation", remove impediments to industry restructuring, 
and get forest renewal BC working. 

Mike MacCallum, Partner, Price Waterhouse 
Summarizing the importance of the forest industry to the economy, forest industry's sales were 
$17.7 billion, being 58% of BC's total manufacturing shipments; directly and indirectly, the 
industry employs 17% of BG's workforce; the forest industry contributed $2.5 billion to the 
Province's coffers in 1995, with employees contributing another $500 million; industry and 
employees combined contributed $1.5 billion to the federal govemment. 

In recent years it has been difficult for the B.C. forest industry to achieve annul allowable cut 
levels, despite record lumber prices, either directly or indirectly as a result of the provincial 
govemment initiatives. 

Access to timber is of overriding importance. As the govemment will reward innovative job 
creation with timber, the industry will have to find ways to create economically viable new jobs. 

In reference to the quota on US lumber shipments, it is expected that there will be a combination 
of reduced mill output, an upgrade to value added products where economically feasible, and 
added attention on off-shore lumber markets. As in interesting side note, 10 Swedish sawmills 
have just been certified in the US to N.A. standards, implying that impending shipments will take 
share away from bot Canada and the US. 

Technological leadership is moving away from BC and toward Quebec. 

Each US$0.01 the Canadian dollar appreciates (and held over one year) has a $200 million 
negative impact on our gross sales. For example, noting that the exchange averaged roughly 
US$0,735 in 1996, an average of US$0.77 would translate into a drop in sales revenue of about 
$700 million. 

"The policies enacted by the govemment since coming into power at the beginning of this decade 
may have helped to quieten the environmentalists and improve the environmental management of 
our forest lands. However, the cost to the forest industry is huge. The impacts on the overall 
provincial economy are only iiow starting to show." 

David Haley, Department of Forest Resources Management, UBC 
The size of BC's working forest is roughly equivalent to Sweden's, yet BC's A A C is 70 million 
m3 and dropping, while Sweden's A A C is 100 million m3 and rising. 



- ^ Few (no?) attempts have been made by the government to find market solutions. 

The annual cost of implementing the Forest practices Code alone is "conservatively" estimated at 
$2.1 billion. Furthermore, "....preliminary analysis suggests that the value of the benefits provided 
is modest." 

Land zoning was cited as potential solution. 

Gary Bowden, Clayton Resources Ltd. 
The Nisga'a Treaty Negotiations Agreement-in-Principle (AIP) was released in February, 1996, 
and was called the "sign post" to fiiture treaty settlements. Much of the talk given by Mr. Bowden 
centred around the following three points. 1) The impact of the AIP (or claims in general) on 
forest industry tenures and AACs. Growing insecurity, issues of compensation, etc. Quoting 
Schwindt, "... industry will incorporate that risk into investment decisions, and, everything else 
being equal, investment levels will fall." 2) The impact on the industry's ability to operate 
efficiently on Crown lands (where other land claims may be pending). 3) Forestry on land that is 
transferred to native people (what will be the effect of a "new land-lord", both on security of 
timber supply and stumpage payments?). 

David Porter, Chief Negotiator, Kaska Dena Council 
Referring to the Fraser Institute's comment that the environmental benefits of recent government 
initiatives have not been quantified, "such a statement implies that environmental benefits or 
aboriginal culture and spiritual values can be quantified in terms of dollars and cents. Our meagre 
knowledge of ecosystems and their functioning does not allow [for this]." 

"The forest industry in British Columbia should not view the achievement of a treaty as a threat or 
problem to be overcome, but as an opportunity in which to participate with First Nations and 
governments in building and restructuring a forest industry for the twenty-first century." 

Tim Saunders, Northington Partners Limited, New Zealand 
Talking about NZ's experience with forest privatisation, "The forest sector was rejuvenated as a 
result of removing the Crown from ownership of a large part of the sector and allowing a variety of 
overseas private sector interests. NZ's fiscal position was improved significantly from the reform 
of the sector and new investment and employment opportunities were created." It was also noted 
that while the division of property rights to reflect environmental, native and commercial interests 
was difficult, it has to be dealt with early on and resolved. This is not unlike comments made by 
Dr. Haley: through some mechanism of securing property rights (zoning or privatizing the land), 
let the stakeholders understand what their land base is! 

"Removing the dead hand of the government from the industry's back has made for a new, 
vigorous era in the development of commercial forestry in NZ." 

Lennart Radstrom, Research Manager, Skogforsk, Sweden 
Sweden, is dominated with private land ownership (industrial and non-industrial), holding over 
85% of the land base today. It is noted that the state owned forest also have the lowest mean 
annual increment of growth and the smallest annual cut per hectare. While this is admittedly due 
to the higher site classes of the private holdings, it was stated that the comparative management of 
the land also has a strong bearing, "..we have come to the conclusion in Sweden that those best 



disposed to care for our valuable forest resources are the owners who actively manage their forests 
as a sustainable and profitable business. Such owners, in combination with the market forces that 
are now keeping a watchful eye on how the environmental concems are being met, probably 
constitute the best safeguard that our forest ecosystems could have. We also believe this to be true 
globally." 

Bruce Lippke, Director, Center for International Trade in Forest Products, Seattle 
The take-home message in this presentation is that government's reaction to environmental 
demands, particularly the dramatic cuts in the harvest from federal/state lands in the PNW are 
creating enormous market dislocations, and that better approaches do exist. "Management 
alternatives exist for producing both more timber and improved biodiversity as the surrogates for 
economic and environmental demand." 

Mike Apsey, President and CEO, Council of Forest Industries 
The forest industry is badly constrained by the public policy environment. A more enlightened 
approach to policy is needed, including: privatizing a significant portion of the fores land base 
(citing successes in NZ and Sweden); recognition that policy must not be formed in isolation of the 
major stakeholders and global markets/issues; recognition of the risk of capital flow out of the 
province given a status quo; policy must be proactive, performance based and cost effective 
(stressing importance of market solutions); governments should act as partners and/or facilitators; 
governments should help create market access opportunities; adequate and affordable timber 
supplies must be made available; decide on a land base for commercial forest purposes (much as is 
done for park set-asides). 

Summary Remarks by Mike MacCallum, Partner, Price Waterhouse 
Implementation of B.C.'s forest policy is the problem, not the policy itself, nor the concept itself 
(we know what we need to achieve). 

Forests should be zoned for commercial production and not just for parks. 

Need to stretch for more annual allowable cut. 

Need to experiment with privatization. 

Most of the problems being experienced by the industry today have been self-inflicted. The 
industry must now do something intelligent about them, in its own interest. The right approach 
will lead to a stronger industry and will ultimately create employment. 



Trip Report 
Price Waterhouse 

10th Annual BC Forest Industry Conference 

Vancouver, B.C. 
March 4, 1997 

Chris Gaston 

Objectives 

* To keep up to date on the BC forest product market outlook and the financial position of the 
industry. 

•fr To get an industry perspective on the state of BC forest policy. 

Introduction 

The theme of this year's Price Waterhouse BC forest industry conference was "Competing on the 21st 
Century—Cornerstones for Success. One year ago, in Price Waterhouse's 9th annual conference, the 
theme was "Operating in a Global Environment—How Do We Measure Up". The main theme of that 
conference was that the industry is losing its competitive position due to higher costs of logging (including 
stumpage increases and added costs associated with the Forest Practices Code). This year's conferences 
clearly rang out the same message, only with more fervor. There was no clear consensus on just how we 
were going to compete in the next century. From an economic perspective, it was suggested that increased 
property rights are key (tenure reform and the land zoning). From an industry perspective, it was pointed 
out that the focus must be on profitability, at least partially pointing to the high cost (and ineffectiveness?) 
of existing policies for environmental protection. From a government perspective, it was stressed that 
policy change must be adaptive, not revolutionary. In the end, one consensus did seem to surface; if the 
industry is to be successful in the fiiture, a closer partnership between industry and government is essential. 

As most of the presentations given were supplemented by text and/or overheads, those interested in greater 
detail can obtain the conference proceedings from the Westem lab library. 



Jake Kerr 
Chairman and CEO, Lignum Limited 

Market Outlook-Lumber 

The average estimate of US iiousing start forecasts for 1997, including those from the NAHB, NAR, RISI 
and WWPA are: 

Putting this in context, however, these drops are relative to the highest starts yet this decade (1.47 million 
for 1996). Jake points out that this is coupled with promising projections for Canadian housing starts 
(135,000 starts, up 9% from 1996) and Japan, leading to his opinion for a "favorable" BC lumber market 
for 1997. 

The balance of Jake's talk was on the US lumber quota, primarily from a positive viewpoint. "The bottom 
line is we bought frade peace for 5 years", "...[the quota] has lead to lumber prices that have proved 
exfremely profitable for Canadian and US sawmills". "I'm expecting continued volatility... but I think the 
impact of the quota arrangements may be to dampen down that volatility as people get used to operating 
with the new consfraints". 

Roger Wright 

Managing Director, Hawkins Wright, England 

Market Outlook-Pulp 
It was noted that world shipments of market pulp have remained stagnant over the past 3 years; with a fall 
in shipments to North America and Westem Europe against a rise in shipments to Asian markets. In value 
terms, the market for kraft pulp has fallen at an average of 2% annually over the past decade. The 
problem? In a word, oversupply. "New, low cost capacity for bleached hardwood kraft pulp is planned in 
the next three years and this will ensure that supply significantly exceeds demand." Major new capacities 
are noted in Brazil, Chile, Indonesia and Malaysia. 

Mike MacCallum 
Partner, Price Waterhouse 

Finance and Economics: Current Financial Position 

* BC forest industry loss for 1996 is estimated at $250 million, down from 1995 profits of $1.3 
billion, with the drop atfributed primarily to the pulp and paper sector. 

* In spite of high sales prices, lumber and plywood combined earnings are estimated at $475 million 
(zero profit for plywood), down from $525 million in 1995 (46 million profit for ply) and $1.2 
billion in 1994 (65 million profit for plywood). Within this average, it was noted.that the Interior 
mills generated earnings dramatically above 1995 levels, while Coastal mills lost money in 1996. 

Smgle Family: 
Multi Family: 
Total: 

1.093 million (-5.8% from 1996) 
0.284 million (-8.0%) 
1.377 million (-6.3%) 



Net earnings for logging/lumber 
($ Millions) 

1996 1995 1994 1993 
Coast (35) 328 486 584 
Interior 510 151 650 659 

Using Hemlock squares as a proxy, lumber sale prices for the coast have increased in all years 
since 1986 except from 1995 to 1996 (coastal sales are heavy to Japan, particularly hemlock). The 
higher cost of logging, and associated larger AAC drops hit the coast harder in 1996 than the 
Interior. The Interior, dominated by SPF sales to the US, did get hit hard by the SPF price plunge 
in 1995, but the loss was offset significantly by increased chip revenues. Unlike prices for Coastal 
species, SPF prices recovered dramatically from 1995 to 1996. 

* In other sectors, market pulp had an estimated loss of $625 million in 1996 as compared to a profit 
of 393 in 1995 (and thus the Interior's lucrative chip revenues in 1995), newsprint $25 million and 
$112 million, respectively, and other operations (which includes CTMP, liner board, kraft paper, 
OSB, and the solid wood value-added sector) have an estimate loss of $125 million in 1996 as 
compared to a profit of 250 million in 1995. 

* Return on capital employed for the industry was only 0.4% after tax in 1996, compared to 9.3% in 
1995, and a 10 year average of 6.3%. This was compared to the industry's average cost of capital 
over this period of 11 %. 

* PW outlook for 1997 industry wide is a loss approaching 500 million. Against high lumber prices, 
they estimate that the lumber sector will lose money for the first time since 1992, due to a 
combination of higher fibre costs (as above) and a strengthening of the Canadian dollar. Poor 
returns for 1997 are expected in all sectors of the forest industry except a 50 million profit for 
newsprint, including a loss of $150 million for lumber/logging, $25 million for plywood, $300 
million for market pulp, and zero profit for other operations. Under lumber/logging, the Interior is 
expected to see big down-turn from the 1996 profits. Given stumpage increases from high 1996 
lumber prices, PW estimates Interior average break-even prices of $550 per mbf, FOB mill! Given 
that the average 1996 FOB mill price was $500, this is not likely to be realized, especially in light 
of a rising dollar and poor chip prices. 

PW, by the way, anticipates that our dollar will reach $0.80 US within the next 2 years due to a 
strong Canadian economy and lowering deficit. They estimate that this will translate into a loss of 
$300-400 million per year! 

John Chtysikopoulos 

Director, Paper and Forest Products, Salomon Brothers, NYC 

Finance and Economics: Global Trends 
John's presentation centered on the ongoing need for the North American paper and forest products 
industry to consolidate (mergers and acquisitions) rather than the past history of building capacity 
internally (addition of green field facilities). In other words, the buy -vs- build question. Returns are 
simply not expected to be high enough to cover the added costs of building new capacity (not to mention 



existing problems of oversupply in many sectors). 

Secular changes, including increased global competition from such areas as South America and Southeast 
Asia, increased business cycle volatility, mature (slow growing) domestic markets and environmental 
pressures (wood fibre reductions, increased costs associated with recycled fibre) are combining to reduce 
industry's competitiveness and are increasing the industry's financial burdens/risks. Consolidation offers 
a way to improve the industry's financial returns by maintaining supply and demand balance (not adding 
new capacity), realization of synergies and cost reductions, lowering investment (with acquisitions being 
sited as being roughly 50% of replacement cost, immediate access to cash flows, and generation of scale 
economies. This, in tum. creates shareholder value, reinforcing the point mauc in the introduction to this 
trip report. 

Clark Binkley 

Dean, Faculty of Forestry, UBC 

Competing in the 21st Century 
From an Economist's Perspective: Substituting Capital for Land 
The main thrust of this presentation was that land has become scarce in BC in the sense that there are so 
many competing demands on it (timber, recreation, habitat protection, etc.). As land becomes scarce, one 
would expect substitution of it with capital (growing more timber, for example, with less land through 
more intensive silviculture). The problem, however, is that it is difficult to attract capital given the lack of 
profitability in the forest sector, and just as importantly, the lack of security through existing tenure 
arrangements for investing in the second crop. 

Clark believes the answer lies in fairly significant tenure changes (reform) and possibly a zoning system for 
single use, intensive timber production. As a side, it was noticed that the present situation is not only 
inadequate for timber production, but equally inadequate for environmental protection! The land zoning 
would once again address this problem. 

Glen Ferguson 
VP Finance and CEO, MacMillan Bloedel Limited 

Competing in the 21st Century 
From a BC Forest Industry Perspective 

"BC's Forest Industry is declining in profitability, exacerbated by Govemment over-regulation and 
excessive stumpage costs. BC's fibre costs are now among the highest in the word. Our high quality fibre 
and reputation is world renown, yet re-investment in BC's industry is handicapped by the "BC Factor" 
brought on by an uncertain business climate and insecure fibre base." 

Recipe for success in the 21st century. Keeping your returns over the weighted average cost of capital over 
the commodity cycle! This will require govemment efforts to "level the playing field in harvesting costs 
and generate a more attractive business environment." "...the onus rests with industry to focus their 
strategies on optimization of the fibre base and capital assets. Industry players must, above all, continue to 
offer high quality products and achieve a level of acceptance that the industry abides by sound 
environmental practices." 



Glen's presentation included interesting slides which document the increase in logging costs in great detail. 
Aside from the increases, it is interesting to note the quantified difference between the Coast and the 
Interior, estimated at $107/m3 and $72/m3, respectively. These compare to $53/m3 in Quebec. 

It was stated that the forest industry in BC cannot survive today without diversifying out of the province. 
Finally, it was stated that the emphasis over the coming years (especially govemment policy) must be on 
profits, not jobs; the later cannot be sustained without the former. 

Doiig McArthur 
Deputy to the Premier, Province of British Columbia 

Competing in the 21st Century 
From a BC Government Perspective 

Key points from the presentation: 

* The emphasis on BC forest policy will be on adaptive change, rather than revolutionary change. 
The constraints to forest policy change were listed (i.e., areas were dramatic changes will not take 
iplace): the timber supply review/AAC determination; the tenure system; and the stumpage system. 

* Forest Renewal BC is here to stay. 
* Efforts will be made to sfreamline the Forest Practices Code, yet noted that the Code is being 

criticized by others outside of industry as not being effective in environmental protection. 
* BC forest policy goals/priorities were stated as being jobs, competitiveness and 

sustainability/environmental protection. 

President's Panel (Question and answer session) 

Ike Barber, Slocan 
Bob Findlay, MacMillan Bloedel 
Hank Ketcham, West Fraser Timber 
Bob Sitter, International Forest Products 

[Note, answers reflect the points covered in the responses, they are not direst quotes.] 

Is the potential for value-added products in BC good? 

IB: BC's profit base is still commodity lumber. We cannot have value-added production at the expense 
of this base, but rather in addition to this base. 

BF: We should only enter into value-added situations when it is market driven. Too often the "value-
added" is negative, including situations where production is high enough to flood the [niche] market. 

BS: Noted that the average selling price across the range of products/grades at most Coastal mills is over 
$1000/mbf "This is value-added", referring to the diversification success in selling into the Japanese 
market place, a country who's housing sector is six times BC's GDP. 



What should be the investment priority for FRBC? 

HK: Answering for the Interior, the land base exclusively! (expanding volume of timbre available 
through silvicuture., restocking NSR lands, thinning, etc.) 

BS: Generally disappointing results up to now. The concept is supposed to by 5% of the effort, the other 
95% being implementation; FRBC is shick on the latter. 60-70% of FRBC's resources should be 
spent on the ground (HK's point), with the balance on AAC enhancement and job creation. 

Hovj are we going to convince a skeptical public that we need fimdamental changes in existing policy? 

BS: Do good work in the bush first! We are not proud of some of our past logging practices; we now 
have a practice of forming partnerships with our loggers. 

HK: The public is led by government to some degree. Therefore, we need better government/industry 
partnerships, to form a common view. 

BF: Unlock the log-jam (all the bureaucracy associated with the Code, etc.), so that costs go down, and 
the number of foresters in the field go up (thereby doing a better job). 

IB: We need to work harder on the management of trust through greater communication with the public. 
Our marketing skills are not equivalent to our production skills. 

What is the effect of looming Native land claim settlements on your investment plans? 

IB: This is site specific. There are cases where it effects investment evaluations. 

HK: This creates incredible uncertainty, strongly affecting long-term planning. 

What is the situation with the phase out of bee-hive burners? 

IB: (Answering for Interior) 60 % will be gone by the end of 1997, with the remainder by the end of the 
following year, at a cost of $300-400 million. The new technology is "not proven", and is 
"excessive regulation". 

What are the main problems with profitability in NW BC (referring to news on Repap)? 

HK: Primarily, a very expensive wood basket. This area has a high concentration of pulplogs mixed into 
the basket, with a present cost of something like $90/me to get it out of the bush (utilization 
standards preclude the possibility of leaving these logs in the bush), and a selling price considerably 
below $50/m3. 

Is China a viable market for BC forest products? 

BS: It is hard to get excited abort this market for solid wood products: the Chinese just don't value 
wood. 

BF: Pulp has short-run potential, lumber long-run. 

IB: "Don't load the ship until you have a letter of credit!" 



Trip Report 
Visit to Japan with the Council of Forest Industries 

November 2-14,1996 

J.A. Cook 

Introduction 

At the invitation of the Council of Forest Industries I joined Ken Mckeen and the COFI Tokyo office staff 
on a sequence of business meetings and site visits leading up to the 7th Annual Building Experts Committee 
(BEC) and Japan Agricultural Standard (JAS) Technical Committee Meetings held in Tokyo Nov. 12 & 
13 1996. Both meetings are tri-national: Canada, Japan and the United States. The BEC meetings were 
hosted by the Japan Ministry of Construction (MOC) and the JAS meetings were hosted by the Ministry 
of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MOAFF). Canada's delegation was headed by Mr. Bob Hawking 
of Industry Canada. Canadian Industry was strongly and ably represented by John Powles and staff of the 
Council of Forest Industries. Also present on the Canadian Industry side was Mr. John Lowood of the SBA. 
The technical experts on Canada's team were Dr. J. Mehaffey addressing fire issues and Dr. David Barrett 
addressing structural issues. 

Expected outcomes from this trip were: 

1. A broader understanding of regulatory issues affecting trade m forest products fi-om Canada to Japan. 
2. Some indication of the attributes expected by the Japanese fi-om wood products and identification of 

emerging trends in the housing market. 

Itinerary 

The itinerary included a full schedule of business meetings leading up to the JAS and BEC meetings as well 
as visits to various Japanese businesses, building sites, forested areas and research facilities. Also included 
were meetings with Canadian industry and govemment representatives in Japan: Glen Bonderud, VP 
Marketing for MacMillan Bloedel; Don Demens, General Manager Sales and Marketing, Interfor Japan 
Limited; Tommy Hayasawa, President, Ono Corporation (agent for Balfour Guthrie Forest Products -
Canfor); and Donald W. Campbell, Canadian Ambassador to Japan. 

Japanese sites visited were to: Daishu Kensetsu demonstration house (low cost traditional house with high 
thermal insulation and air-circulation system); Muramatsu Seizai (a 2x4 home component company and 
truss fabricator); the Nagano Olympic site (speed skating rink "the M-Wave" featuring steel sandwiched 
Japanese larch glulam - 80 metre spans and the pool and gym of the athletic park featuring Westem Archrib 
glulam); Saito Limiber - a Japanese glulam manufacturer; a tour of the Nagano Prefecture, including a 
lacquer facility and a wooden bridge for vehicles and a tour of the Akazawa National Demonstration Forest. 

In regard to building codes I accompanied COFI to meetings with officials from the Ministry of 
Construction before and after the BEC committee. A visit to the Buildmg Research Institute (BRI), the 
research arm of the MOC, unfortunately had to be cancelled but COFI staff and Jun Mehaffey introduced 
me to several key researchers from BRI attending the BEC meetings. 



In regard to JAS standards, we met with officials from the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 
before and after the JAS meetings. We also spent a day at the Forestry and Forest Products Research 
Institute in Tskuba. FFPRI is the research arm of MOAFF. 

COFI is a Foreign Testing Organization under the JAS System. (Other North American forest products 
FTO's currently include: APA - The Engineered Wood Association, the Westem Wood Products 
Association and TECO. COFI reports to the Tokyo Centre for Quality Control and Consumer Service 
(TCQCC) in regard to their JAS grade stamping and we had a long meeting with them. On behalf of 
CANPLY we visited the Japan Pl5avood Inspection Corporation. 

Summary 

Japan is a complex market for wood products. Major contributing factors are: 

The Japanese approach to buying and regulating wood products is firom an end use perspective while 
Canada's large volume production approach is primarily from a commodity product perspective (ie. cut and 
grade products of various dimensions that can be used in several end uses, and are accepted for use in 
several markets). This difference in viewpoint has resulted in advocates for different competitive 
approaches between companies, and even debate within our member companies, on how best to approach 
the Japanese market. Agencies like COFI are caught in the cross-fu-e trying to support differing competitive 
approaches and products and govenunent agencies are also receiving conflicting messages. Implication: 
From the Japanese point of view, all of this indicates instability of supply and they are taking steps to 
ensure diversity of supply. 

The two Japanese ministries directly impacting trade in wood products - the Ministry of Construction 
(MOC) and the Ministry of Agriculture Forestry and Fisheries (MOAFF) are currently working at cross 
purposes. The MOC, with responsibility for the building codes, is trying to reduce the overall cost of 
housing to Japanese consumers while increasing the health and safety of housing by a combination of 
deregulation and the introduction of performance based codes. The main regulator here, however, is 
MOAFF with the responsibility for the JAS standards. To achieve deregulation the MOC is seemingly 
(from MOAFF and the domestic industry's point of view) undermining the competitive position and existing 
quality system for forest products in Japan. One example is the acceptance of 2x4 housing, which was an 
MOC initiative. Another example is the recent MOC recognition of NLGA grades for platform frame 
construction. The standard governing "2x4" constraction is JAS 600. MOAFF, not the MOC, has 
responsibility for the JAS system. (The MOC has to approve the JAS standards in the Building Codes.) 
Thus, recognition of the NLGA grades by the MOC is seen by MOAFF as a direct challenge to their 
authority and quality system and they should not be expected to support increased acceptability of these 
products by Japanese buyers. Implications: (1) Increasingly protective (of Japanese species) standards. An 
example is the newly revised plywood standard. (2) Increasing competition and differing opinions from the 
research labs in Japan: MOC supported research organizations such as BRI versus MOAFF research 
organizations such as FFPRI. 

Distribution Channels. Selling forest products in Japan is very different from selling forest products in 
North America. After 14 days in Japan, I can't claim to have a complete understanding of the distribution 
channels. However, it seems that there are two main routes: (1) large importer (large home builders) directly 
to end user - usual chaimel for engineered wood products (2) small importer to wholesaler to pre-fab 
manufacturer, small builder or retailer. Implications: The two channels lead to differing end user prices for 



Canadian products in tlie Japanese market and little opportunity for product recognition and/or 
differentiation. Lucrative niche markets are challenging to find and supply. 

i 

Emerging Trends 

The following are common comments from almost everyone we talked to: 

1. Faced with a growing demand for guaranteed performance of homes by builders for several years after 
construction, the large home builders are switching to dried components to achieve, dimensional 
stability. This means a declining market for green hemlock from the BC coast that is not likely to be 
recovered. In traditional homes laminated posts are replacing green posts. The lamina are being 
supplied by Canadian S.F. producers and the Scandinavians. 

2. All are concerned about the GHLC (Govemment housing and loan corporation) specifications for 
durability of housing components. Basically, this makes the mortgage rate of your home dependent on 
the durability rating of its components. The rules say that you can use green 105 mm posts in your 
home but you won't qualify for a mortgage reduction. To qualify for a mortgage reduction you can use 
green 120 mm hinoki, sugi or equivalent (Douglas-fu- or yellow cedar). You must use 135 mm hemlock 
or S.F. to qualify. It is the concept of the durability rating that is most alarming to Canadian producers. 
Basically, this reinforces the perception that Canadian species are inferior to Japanese species. These 
differing mortgage rates will take effect in February 1997. The market for hemlock (and housing starts) 
was artificially high in 1996 for this reason. The market is expected to decline rapidly in February. 
[Note: Paul Morris is actively assisting COFI to respond to the GLHC specifications that treat 
Canadian species inequitably.] 

3. There is a trend towards a post and beam/platform frame hybrid construction system - maiiUy post and 
beam houses with stmctural panels. This is in response to the demand for seismic safety and represents 
a large opportunity for plywood and OSB producers. 

4. The Japanese Ministry of construction is quickly moving towards performance based codes (1998). 
This is expected to lead to acceptance of wood-frame construction in high density urban areas. 
(Currently denied because of the fire codes.) This represents a tremendous opportimity for wood 
products. However, in the long term this is expected to be supplied by Japanese companies processing 
Russian logs. 

5. Japanese housmg start statistics from the MOC as well as Japanese housing start predictions are 
attached. 

Canada-Japan regulatory issues in Forest Products trade 

The major difference between the Canadian and Japanese systems for supplying wood components to 
buildings is the Japanese focus on end use. The Japanese have specific names for all of the components in 
a post and beam house, for example. The MOC is moving towards 1998 adoption of performance based 
codes and the discussions at the BEC meeting were mainly on issues leading up to the adoption of these 
codes. (Jim Mehaffey has provided a separate trip report on the BEC meetings.) 



The BEC and JAS meetings were started 7 years ago in response to the US "super 301 initiative". The 
Japanese insisted that Canada be involved. The BEC meetings are one of the only forums that Canada and 
the US have to discuss wood products trade issues with Japan and therefore theŝ  meetings are viewed as 
tremendously important to Canadian industry. Basically, Canada asks for specific actions on issues of 
interest to us. Each year the Japanese have to respond with their progress at these meetings. The most 
important political move at this year's meeting was made by Japan who would rather not have these 
meetings. The US has allowed them the option of reconsidering having these meeting by cancelling the 
"super 301 initiative". At this meeting the US strongly endorsed the need for the BEC meeting while Japan 
stated they will be looking to restructure it. 

Major Issues raised by Canada at this years BEC meeting were: 

1. Canada asked the results of the recent three storey fire-tests in Japan. 

Response: The Japanese are still analyzing the data from these tests but, overall, the results were very 
positive and will probably lead to the acceptance of 3-storey wood frame apartment buildings in high 
density urban areas. 

2. Approval for application of horizontal pl5rwood wall sheathing without blocking. 

Response: The Japanese asked for more technical data. Erol Karacabeyli is developing the supplementary 
data required with CANPLY. 

3. MOC acceptance of JAS 701 - (basically the Japanese equivalents of the NLGA SPS-1 and 3 standards 
for fingerjoined products; we eventually want SPS-1 and SPS-3 deemed equivalent to JAS 701 but the 
first step is for the MOC to accept JAS 701) 

Response: Japan announced that it is in the fmal stages of accepting this standard. (However, there is a 
difference in the approach to allowable stresses between the JAS and SPS standards that will have to be 
resolved.) 

Issues raised at the JAS Meetings: 

The JAS meeting is a forum for Canadian and US JAS grade stamping agencies to raise varioiis issues 
regarding administration of the JAS rules and to clarify interpretations of the standards. Their intent is to 
simplify the procedures so that the JAS QC process is less costly for them to administer, which ultimately 
leads to savings in fees to their member mills. 

An example of the types of simplifications follows. Standards governing the production and appearance 
of the components depend on the specific end use intended. Therefore, components of a Post & Beam house 
are covered under the JAS 143 standard while components of a 2X4 house are governed by the JAS 600 
standard, even though in some cases the products are the same. For example, a 90 mm x 90 mm (a 4x4) 
post for use in a Post & Beam house needs to be graded and stamped according to the JAS 143 standard, 
while that same post, if used in a 2x4 house needs to be graded and stamped according to the JAS 600 
standard. While I was in Japan, the Ministry of Construction was in the process of approving NLGA grades 
for use in 2X4 constmction (equivalent to JAS 600.) However, note that these same grades could not be 
used in a post and beam house without regrading to JAS 143. 



Most of the issues leading up to and discussed at the JAS meetings therefore concemed details of 
interpretation and suggested revisions to JAS standards to make it easier for Nordi American producers to 
meet. Specific issues raised were: dry versus green sizes in JAS 143 (post&beam) standard; acceptance of 
NLGA MSR grades for lamina and clarification of wood preservation standards provisions. 

Conclusions 

This has been a relatively concise summary of my trip to Japan. Anyone who would like fiirther details is 
encouraged to contact me directly. I would like to thank John Powles, Ken McKeen and the COFI Japan 
staff for their tremendous hospitality and support during this trip. 
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Housing Starts Projections by Shijo Kaihatsu Jyoho Centre (Marketing 
Development Information Centre)^ 

YEAR Housing Starts 
(Units) 

Owner Occupied Rental Units 

J 

1994 1.570,252 946.809 623,443 

1995 1,452,653 888.830 563.823 

1996 1.410,000 836.000 574.000 

1997 1.400.000 815.000 585.000 

1998 1.350.000 760,000 590.000 

1999 1,430,000 830,000 600.000 

2000 1,500,000 900,000 600.000 

2001 1,450,000 880.000 570,000 

2002 1,380.000 840,000 540.000 

2003 1,330,000 820,000 510,000 

2004 1.400.000 880.000 520,000 

2005 1.500.000 930,000 570,000 

2006 1,480.000 890,000 590.000 

2007 1,400,000 800,000 600,000 

2008 1.350.000 750.000 600.000 

2009 1.300.000 730,000 570.000 

2010 1.350.000 800.000 550.000 

' As of January 1996 (Forcasts are for calendar year) 
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